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Within One Decade School Has Attained
Highest Grade of any in
the Southwest
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Remarkable Growth and Constant Advancement Have
Been RuleThirteen Cadets Complete Four Year
Course and Receive Diplomas.

COL. JAMES W. WILLSON.
New Mexico Military Institute.

Superintendent of the
annual commence- ing in a victory for the Institute, 4 to
The eleventh
ment exercises of ths New Mexico 5.
A baseball game was played Tues
Military Institute at Roswell commenced on Saturday the 16th Inst, and day afternoon between the Cadets and
continued for five days and closed on Alumni of the Institute. This proved
Wednesday evening the 20th inst. one of the most interesting games of
They were the best, most comprehen- the year. Alumni from all over the ter
sive and largest attended in the his- ritory participated but were diclsively
tory of the Institute and were in ev- beaten by the well coached team of
the Institute. It is the plan of the Inery way satisfactory.
The exercises commenced at 8:30 stitute to make this a permanent org
o'clock Saturday morning with guard anization and to make this annual
mount and battalion inspection at 9 game one of the features of the commencement exercises. Considering the
o'clock.
The program for the week was1 as large and enthusiastic crowd which
was In attendance Tuesday,
these
follows:
will be looked forward to with
games
17th.
Sunday, May
much Interest by both the Alumni and
11 a. m. Sermon to cadets by Rev.
the public at large.
John Wesley Smith, pastor First M.
The following was the line-u- p
of the
E. church South, Roswell, delivered in Alumni team:
the gymnasium.
Don Hamilton, '07, first base; Nat
5 p. m.
Battalion parade.
HON. EDWARD AUGUSTUS CAHOON.
Gannuon,
second base; C. E.
'07,
Monday, May 18th.
President Board of Regents of New Mexico Military Institute.
Kuntz, '05, third base; Cy Leland, '02,
9:45 a. m. Butt's Manuel followed short-stop- ;
A. A. Ririe, '04, right field;
J. M. Harland, '07, center field; Jaffa
by competitive drill.
2 p. m. Baseball game.
Miller, '07, left field; Drew Pruit, '05,
5:30 p. m. Escort of the Color. Bat pitcher; H. M. Dow, '05,
catcher;
BODY talion
Brent Paden, '05, and Rolin Smith, '05,
parade.
8:30 p. m. Reception given by the substitutes.
Athletic association.
Final Hop.
Tuesday, May 19th.
The
final
ball
was given Tuesday
PLACED IN
EVER
9 a. ra.
Morning parade.
by the second class to the first
night
2 to 4 p. m. 'Baseball game.
returning the honor conferred on them
5 p. m. Battle exercises.
one month ago. The large dance hall
9 p. m. Final ball.
was beautifully decorated with the
Ac-cord- ed
Wednesday, May 20th.
class colors, orange and black. ' Re
9 a. m. Guard Mount.
freshments were served and the dance
9:30 a. m. Battalion Review before was continued to a
late hour. About
the board of regents and visitors.
one hundred couples were in attend
2 to 4 p. m. Baseball game.
ance, many visitors from a distance
5:30 p.' m. Graduating parade.
adding to the large aggregation.
8:30 p. m. Graduating exercises:
At 9:30 o'clock Wednesday
of Distinc the battalion was reviewed morning
Prayer. Announcement
by the
SEVEN AWARDED DIPLOMAS A
MASS tions. Valedictory Address by Cadet Board of Regents and Brigadier
Gen
Wyly Parsons. Delivery of diplomas. eral A. P. Tarkington, of Santa
af
Fe,
Address to graduating class by
ter wmcn General Tarkington made
LL. D. De- an inspection of the
Splendid Progress of Local This Was Celebrated This livery L.of Bradford Prince,
battalion, Quart
and commis- ers ana military equipment which he
Scholarships
SuVicar
Schools
General
Under
Public
i
Morning By
sions,
found in an excellent condition. He
May 21.
was much pleased with the school in
Thursday,
Wood.
Anthony Fourchegu.
perintendent
6 a. m. Company inspection.
Its every department and with its
6:30 a. m. Publication of Orders. bright outlook for the
future.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Rev Announcement of promotions and
This week has been commencement
ap
At 5 o clock Wednesday
evening
and
School
week at the Santa Fe High
erend Father Anthony Fourchegu pointments. Vacation furloughs
was nad the last parade of the year,
at the annual exercises last night vicar
ine nrst class, dressed in blue unigeneral, offered the sacrificial
diplomas were presented to the largCompetitive Drill.
forms,
marched to the front for their
mass
over
Arch
of
the
the
late
body
est class that ever graduated. The
At 9:45 o'clock Monday morning, last time, which in always a solemn
past year has been the mot bishop Peter Bourgade, after which followed by Butt's Manual was held occasion. The parade was well execut
successful
in the history of the it was deposited in the vault at the the
competitive drill participated in ed, though the boys appeared quite
local public schools and great credit foot of the main altar in the Cathe
by all three companies forming the nervous.
suis due to Professor J. A. Wood,,
dral. There the remains of the be battalion. General A. P. Tarkington,
Graduating Exercises.
perintendent, the corps of teachers
of Santa Fe and Captain M. 8. Mur
The
exercises were held
loved
will
beside
the
graduating
repose
prelate
and the Board of Education, who have
ray, of the U. S. Army, retired, were in tne large gymnasium Wednesday
of
bodies
of
harmon
those
the late Archbishop the
worked throughout the year
judges. Company B won the first nignt. The ball was packed to over
iously for the advancement of the Lamy and Vicar General Eguillin.
honors by a score of 95 points; Com- nowing by the Immense crowd. The
schools.
A number of the visiting priests pany A second honors, with a score of following
program was rendered:
It has been a busy week at the were
90 points, and Company C, third honat
services
the
funeral
Program.
present
High School. The first part of the
ors with a score of 85 points. B. Com- Overture War
a
this
Songs of 1861
many
the
on
morning, although
good
week,
Monday and Tuesday,
pany was commanded by Captain N.
Laurendeau
exami
their
were
with
to
homes
returned
last
their
pupils
busy
night T. Armijo, First Lieutenant J. L. Hill,
.Cadet Band Jack Fletcher, Leader.
nations and reviews. The commence in order to be at their post of duty Second
Lieutenant L. Armijo, Flrat Invocation.
ment exercises commenced on Thurs Sunday.
C. Rowley, and Guides Over-holse- r
Sergeant
Rev. Edward Emerson Davis
day afternoon with the freshman
Besides the Right Reverend Bishop
and Gilmore. The drill was es- Announcement of Distinctions
were
held
which
class declamations,
N. C. Matz, of Denver, and Bishop pecially well executed
by all three
Post Adjutant
in the high school auditorium at 2 Granjon, of Tucson, Arizona, and J. B,
companies.
Valedictory Address
on
the
o'clock. Nine speakers were
of
this
the
Pitaval,
Band Concert.
city,
following
Cadet Wyly Parsons
program and a splendid program was priests and clergy were present at the
An
band concert was given Piece Characteristic A Day in the
air
open
rendered.
services yesterday:
Cottonfleld
.Zublin Cadet Band
Monday night by the Institute Band.
On Thursday night the senior class
It was one of the most enjoyable fea- Delivery of Diplomas
Many Priests Attend Funeral.
entertainment took place and the
Rev. J. C. Gilloum, Rev. F. M tures of the commencement and was
Colonel James W. Willson, Supt,
class play, "The Lady From Philadel
S. Maloney and Rev, attended by a large crowd of visitors Address to Graduating Class
Rev.
Wojtalwlez,
The
was
High
phia,"
presented.
L. Bradford Prince, LL.D,
who accompanied and people from town. The program
School orchestra favored the audience M. D. Hennessey,
Overture Electric Park
Lasey
with several selections. The class his the body of the deceased archbishop, rendered was as follows:
from Chicago; Monsignor F. RobinCadet Band.
Program.
tory was given by Miss Helen Laugh- son, Rev. Raber, Rev. R. Brady, Rev, March
Gloria. Delivery of Scholarships, Medals and
F. Brinker, of Denver; Rev. F. Dilly,
Commissions.
F. H. Losey.
Continued on Page Three.
of La Junta; Rev. Pierre Lassaigne, Overture
Brigadier Gen. A. P. Tarkington.
Impromptu.
March Old Settlers on Parade....
of Tucson, Arizona; Rev. J. Grange,
Dalbey.
NO FURTHER RIOTING
...
and Rev. E. Gerard, of the diocese of Serenade .". .
Dalbey
"The Troubadour."
IN CITY OF CLEVELAND Tucson;
Cadet Band.
Franciscan Fathers Very Medley
"Hearts of Gold."
Rev. Chrysostome Theobald, 0. F. M,
Roster of Graduating Class.
Barnard.
Cleveland, May 23. Marked by a Provincal; Rev. Anselm Weber, O. F, Melodies from . . "The Merry Widow" ; Louis E. Armijo, Nicolas T.
Armijo,
night of absolute quiet, in contrast M., Rev. Albert Daeger, 0. F. M., Rev.
Franz Lenar.
Harvey H. Cake, H. Boude ,Cooley,
with the violence of the preceding Barnabas Meyer, 0. F. M., Rev. Her Waltz
"El Capitan." Ralph B. Crowell, Grahme H. Frost,
twenty-fou- r
hours, the negotiations for bert Brockman, 0. F. M., and Rev,
O. B. Freeman, John L. Hill, James
Sousa.
Deace in the street car strike con Marcellus Troesster; Rev. S. Parsone, Melodies from
L. Hubbell, Jesse J. Lee, Wyly
"Faust"
tinued today. The declination of Glen of Las Vegas; Rev. A. M. Mandelari,
Melvin G. Paden, Jr., Estanislao
Gounod.
K. Spurtliff to act as the third arbi- and Rev. C. M. Capilupi of AlbuquerOverture " ATrip on the Mississippi." Montoya.
trator brought with it the necessity que; Very Rev. Fourchegu and Revs,
4 The battalion of cadets was marchSmith.
of a further discussion of names to Ralliere, Gilbertson, Moog, Pajot, Mo- ed
into the gymnasium promptly at
March
Comique
complete the arbitration board. line, Collin, Castaine, Ribera, Splin
"Old Settlers On Parade' 8:30 o'clock. The graduating class
:
was seated to the front. On the platters, Gouthier, Hoelterman, Redon,
Smith.
,
MARITIME DI3ASTER ON
Juillard, Docher, Picard, Gamier, Overture
"The Golden Dome." form were seated the board of regents,
UPPER CONGO IN AFRICA Cooney, Martin, Seux, Balland, Olier,
L. Bradford Prince, GenBarnard.
Brussels, May 23. Dispatches re- Giraud, Rabeyrolle, Courbon, Dumar-est- , Finale. . ."The Star Spangled Banner" eral A. P. Tarkington, Rev. Edward
ceived from the west coast of AfriDerasches, Gatignal, Peltzer, Glr-mEmerson Dj,vis, Colonel James W.
Jack Fletcher, Band Master.
ca announce that the ateamer Ville De
Thomas, Cazals, Alvernke, BarWillson, and members of the faculty.
Interesting Baseball Games.
Bruges was sunk by, a tornado on the ron, Paulhan, Pugens,
Babineau,
An Interesting game of baseball was The hall was beautifully decorated.
upper Congo. Six Europeans and 48 and Galette of the archdioceses of played Monday afternoon between the
blacks were drowned.
Santa Fe.
Continued on Page Nine.
Institute and Roswell, the score result
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While Sanguine of Early
Statehood for
Sailing 300 Feet
New Mexico
Above Earth

Blows

Up

Thousands of Persons Wit Says Delegate Andrews' Suc
ness Horrifying Spectacle
cess is the Talk of
at Oakland,
Congress.
Oakland, Calif., May 23

The

Mor- -

ren air ship, the largest ever con
structed, collapsed here today when
about 300 feet above the ground and
dashed the sixteen occupants of the
car to the earth. None was killed
but; alt"wereieribusly injured and
sVvtffal WXdie".
It was shortlyv be
fore; noon when the ascension was
made and thousands of people!, gather
ed to witness the trial. The giant ship
which, was 450 feet long and 38 leet in
diameter was a combination 'aeroplane! and dirigible balloon. The big
gas bag containing 500,000 cubic feet
of illuminated gas suddenly burst and
the machine began to settle slowly but
when 75 feet from the ground the remaining gas was let out in a rush
and the machine weighing thousands
of pounds dashed to the ground.
i

,

TWO IMPORTANT BILLS
GO TO PRESIDENT.

Washington, May 23. The conference report on the fortification appropriation bill was agreed to by the
House today. The effect of the action is to send the bill to the President for his approval at once. The
report caused no debate although a
roll call was necessary to secure cs
adoption.
Without a roll call the House today
agreed 'to the conference report on
the omnibus pensions claims bill, providing pensions for several hundred
Williams'
persons.
Representative
statement that he would not insist on
yeas and nays was greeted with ap
plause. The bill now goes to the
THOUSANDS OF FOREIGNERS
RETURN TO HOMES ACROSS SEA.
New York, May 23. The immigration authorities say the homeward
tide of foreigners is again on the increase. This week's total of passengers for foreign countries Is expected
to reach 17,000. Directly after the
financial panic in October there was
a heavy rush of foreigners to leave
the country and the statistics show
that since October between 475,000 and
No
500,000 laborers have departed.
let-u- p
is looked for by the steamship
companies for some time.
BERLIN EDITOR WILL
GET ANOTHER TRIAL
May 23. The supreme
Leipsic,
supreme court of Germany today set
aside the verdict of the lower court
under which Maximillian Harden, the
Berlin editor, was found guilty of libeling Count Von Molke and ordered
the case retried by the lower court.
Harden was cheered by the crowd as
he went to and was leaving the court
room.
PLANTER AND NIGHT
RIDERS EXCHANGE SHOTS

Night riders last
the
tobacco beds of
night destroyed
Walter Hook, six miles from Rllpey.
Hook fired at the men and In return
they riddled his house with bullets.
Ripley,

May 23.

Governor George Curry returned
this forenoon on the California Limit
ed from a six weeks' visit in the National Capital, whither he went to attend the governor convention which
discussed the, conservation and preservation, of "the nationahresourceB, and
to help'NewVMexicQ measures pending in Congress and tin the.x departments. He, feels, verl well and his
health was greatly improved by the
soiourn in Washington and by the
rest, he enjoyed from", strictly official
business, although he " was a very,
very busy man, working In conjunction with Delegate W. H. Andrews for
the benefit of the territory in many
directions.
Governor Curry stated to a repre
sentative of the New Mexican that
Delegate Andrews had' done and Is doing splendid work for the territory and
that he has achieved more success and
has had more measures favorably considered by the Senate and House of
Representatives than many a senator
and representative with a vote and a
strong delegation behind him. Indeed,
it was the universal opinion among
senators and members of Congress
that Delegate Andrews had secured

more than his share.
Appropriations

Will Go Through.

The governor was of the opinion
that the public buildings bill would
not be vetoed by the President, but
that it would pass and that the item
of $100,000 for a federal building at
Roswell and thirty thousand dollars
additional for a federal building at
Albuquerque, would be retained. He
said that the conference committee insisted that the appropriation for the
Roswell federal building be kept at
one hundred thousand dollars and that
should more be necessary this could
be added in another session.
The latest about the appropriation
of fifty thousand dollars for the
exhibition and the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque when he left was that the
conference committee favored keeping
the item in the sundry civil appropriation bill but that several members
of the committee thought that $25,000
would be sufficient. However, he was
of the opinion that the friends of New
Mexico would be strong enough to
keep the item intact in the bill and
he knew that Delegate Andrews was
giving it his most careful and constant
attention.
He felt very sanguine for the success of other bills for the benefit of
New Mexico now pending and was
greatly gratified that New Mexico has
obtained the good will of senators and
representatives and heads of the departments.
Two Statesmen Coming.
New Mexico will have as its guests,
this fall Senator Albert J. Beverldge,
of Indiana, chairman of the committee on territories of the Senate, and
Representative Edward L. Hamilton,
of Michigan, chairman of the House
on territories.
committee
These
statesmen will visit New Mexico for
the purpose of gathering information
(Continued

On Page

Eight.)
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EARLY CONVENTION

MUST

k

n

Professional Cards

BE HAD.

One by one the Republican weekly
papers are joining the Andrews', colATTORNEYS-AT-LAW- .
umn and their support for the deleMAX FROST
is
gate's renomlnatlon and
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
Attorney-at-Lamore
strenuand
bocoming stronger
New Mexico
ous as they discuss the availability of Santa Fe
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
his
and
Andrews
claims upon
Daily, six months, by mall
$3.75 Delegate
G. W. PRICHARD
.20
Daily, per week, by carrier
the party and the people of New Mex2.00
Weekly,
per
year
75
carrier
per
Dally,
ico. They are arranging themselves
month, by
Attorney and Counselor at Law
1.00 in a solid column and do not care a
65 Weekly, six months
Practices in all the District Courts
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail...
75 continental red cent whether or not and gives special attention to cases
it pleases tho opponents of the dele- before the Territorial Suprome court.
N. M.
gate In the Democratic party and the Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
few independents, mugwumps and alWILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
leged reformers or citizens who are
The New Mexican Is the oldest tiew spa per in New Mexico. It is sent to
Attorney-at-Lamembers of the Republican party, but
New Mexico
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation who are personally opposed to the Las Cruces
In every party nowadays
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
delegate.
A. W. POLLARD
there are found members of It who,
Attorney-at-Lawhile professing loyalty to the prinDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
cipals of the party to which they
New Mexico
claim to belong, are nevertheless op- Deming
posed at times to certain of its poliEDWARD C. WADE
cies and its nominees. This is a po- Attorney-at-LaTHE THREE ARCHBISHOPS OF
that pervades all classes of our peo-- , H'tlcal condition that today confronts
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
SANTA FE.
pie and hopes that his successor will a11 Parties and is not a theory. Hence
Courts of the Territory, in the
The lives of the Catholic prelates of imitate him In his zeal for the better- it must be met in tho best way possi trict
Courts and before the U. S.
Probate
Melrose
ble.
The
pubof
ment
Enterprise,
humanity.
New Mexico are so closely connect'
seclished
a
in
and
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
growing
important
ed with its spiritual and temporal protion of RoosevelL county, is one of Offices.
gress as to be almost synonymous THE NEW MEXICO MILITARY INNew Mexico
the papers that have joined the An- Las Cruces,
STITUTE.
therewith. Immediately after the close
issue
last
column
in
and
drews
it
its
of
The
the New Mexico
prospectus
of the Mexican war, the Rev. J. B. La-mE. C. ABBOTT
then an humble, hard working Military Institute at Roswell says places itself on record in a very
Attorney-at-Laa
manner.
succinct
abl
calls
It
if
"The object of the institute
missionary
priest in Ohio, was ap is not
Practice in tho District and Su
simply to prepare students for spade a spade and has this to say
pointed bishop and subsequently archcourts. I'rompi ana carerui
, why the delegate should bo renomlnat-paror
for
preme
to
college
but
pre-business,
bishop of New Mexico; that was easy,
Mex-anattention
to
ed
New
elected
them
given to all business.
for
and
manhood."
The
represent
father
but how to reach his See In the far
New Mexico
Ico in the Gist Congress. The editorial Santa Fe,
the
who
not
mother
do
want
their,
distant, unknown Southwest was a dif- sons to be men in
Is
herewith
tho best sense of
republished:
ferent matter. He consulted with some
A. B. RENEHAN
"After a careful examination of the
officers who had returned from Mex- the word, need not consider the MiliAttorney-at-Lasituation it is patent to those
when
political
Institute
tho
edu
tary
planning
ico, but receiving little Information
who
an
afin the Supreme and Dis
have
in
interest
Practices
of
cation
their
The
political
need
boys.
crying
from them, he In the latter part of
of all times and of all places, has been fairs and especially to Republicans trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
1850, started for New Orleans
and
for men, true, strong, honest, ener who regard the success of their party specialty. Office In Catron block.
there took passage in a sailing vessel
whole-hearteNew Mexico
men. The sup in this territory In this year's cam Santa Fe,
getic,
for Galveston, Texas, but in crossing
has been never equal to the de paign, that a short campaign would
ply
the gulf, the vessel was1 wrecked and
be a grievous mistake and might be
CHARLES F. EASLEY
driven ashore; fortunately all the peo- mand and should the day come when
it
Is, it will be owing to Institutions productive of defeat. The Democrats
(Late
Surveyor General.)
ple were saved, but all his vestments, of
have concluded to go Into tne fight
Attorney-at-Lalike
the
territorial
learning
Military
church articles, clothing, and worst of
Land and Mining business a spec
Institute at Roswell. No one, perhaps early and to make a long campaign.
all his books, were lost. After nine
knows more keenly the stringency of They will send their candidate, who ialty.
months of Incredible labor, privations
men than the employer of men in fac- will likely be iMr. Larrazolo of Las Santa Fe,
New Mexico
and harships of every kind he at last
tory, counting room or office. He deals Vegas, out into the speaking field and
reached Santa Fe.
with all sorts of human beings when will keep him there until Saturday
GEORGE B. BARBER.
It Is hard to imagine a more dif- he fills the
that are awaiting before election. Larrazolo has more
places
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
ficult task than that which presented men.
He finds that some of these time than money and much more time
Practice In the District Court and
itself to him. He was a total stranger
Courts of the Territory.
possess talent, a few genius, all of than business and as long as his ex Supreme
in the midst of a people who "had just them some admirable
trait or other, penses will be paid by the party he Prompt attention given to all busi
been forcibly
severed from their but most of them lack
just a little here can have a good time traveling about, ness.
mother country and very naturally or there to be well rounded
men. An stirring up the people, telling them Lincoln County,
New Mexico
looked upon with suspicion as one who Institution therefore that has as its of the criminal conduct of the
Repuh
might be reckoned with the enemies aim the preparation of boys for man- lican territorial administration, what
FRANK W. CLANCY
of Mexico, so his first task was to hood and lives
up to this aim, is like a bad, bad man Andrews is and how
Attorney-at-Lareconcile them to the new govern a beacon set on a high hill and every the territorial treasury and county
District Attorney For Second Judlc
ment. In this he soon succeeded and earnest father and mother and employ- treasuries have been robbed by Reial District. Practices in the District
became in a short time their true er of men will be glad because It ex- publican officials. Talk is cheap and
Court and the Supreme Court of the
guide and friend. After a quarter of ists.
Mr. Larrazolo can make it. This plan
Territory; also before the United
a century of Incessant toil the Holy
The New 'Mexico Military Institute of campaign can be knocked into a States Supreme Court In Washington
See granted his request for an assist is celebrating Its tenth anniversary. cocked hat by systematic and well di
New Mexico
ant and the saintly Father Salpointe Its beginnings were small and it owes rected management on the Republican Albuquerque,
was appointed with the right of sue its existence to the recommendation side.
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
cession. To the great grief of his
"The record of the Republican ad
cf former Governor Miguel A. Otero,
Attorneys-at-Lapie the venerable archbishop departed and a patriotic Republican legislature ministration in New Mexico for the
Practice In the District Courts as
this life on February 14, 1888
that created other territorial insti- past ten years, except one year during well as before the Supreme Court of
The new prelate took up the work tutions. The Republican party has which there was a governor whose ap the Territory.
of his beloved predecessor and carried been bitterly attacked because it Is pointment was a very serious official Las Cruces
New Mexico
it on with such zeal and success as to responsible for the creation of so error on the part of the Washington
establish flrml all the good works many public institutions in so short a official administration, Is splendid
MARK B. THOMPSON
"The Territory has been peaceful
that Archbishop Lamy had initiated. time and in a territory so comparativeAttorney-at-LaThe incessant labors Incident to his ly poor and thinly populated, but time and orderly, territorial and county District Attorney Eighth District
vast archdiocese soon undermined the has justified, at least the founding of finances have been better admlnls Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
health of Archbishop Salpointe and at the Military Institute. From the be- tered than ever before and are today ties.
his request the Holy See appointed ginning, the New Mexican has sturdi In fine condition. Many beneficial Las Cruces,
New Mexico
the Rev. P. L. Chapelle as his coad ly advocated public spirited support ot laws have been enacted and a large
HARVIE
DUVAL.
both by the legislatures number of beneficial measures hav
the
jutor and upon the resignation of the and school,
Attorney-at-Lain general, and the been passed by Congress during the
the
by
people
sucarchbishop he was appointed his
and Corporation Law ex
Land,
Mining
institute
to
has
The
three
the
prospered mightily.
years owing
past
syste
cessor. The Investiture of the Pallium
clusively. Practice In all the District
is
in
Institute
fortunate
successful
posand
Military
matic,
on the new archbishop was one of the
level-healabors of Delegate Andrews. More Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
most remarkable events in the history sessing a progressive and
to perfecting titles and organ
of
ed
board
a
trustees,
people and more wealth has come into tention
of the church In the Southwest. His
and
Izlng
financing land and mining
a
all
who
is
man
headed by
the Territory during the last five
eminence Cardinal Gibbons presided faculty
Office, Laughlln Block,
properties.
for
work
who
enthusiasm
ever
his
has
and
then
and
before
the
years
during
and the prelates present were Arch- been
New Mexico
in his work for the ten months of the Curry administra- Santa Fe,
indefatigable
Bishop institution. What is
bishop Kain, of St. Louis;
he is a tion the advance has been astonishing.
H. M. DOUGHERTY
more,
Donahue, of Wichita; Bishop Mont- true boys' friend and has the "ability The
Attorney-at-LaRepublican party of New Mexico
Bishop of
Angeles;
gomery, of Los
to them his spirit, his should therefore go into the fight
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
imparting
Dunne, of Dallas; Bishop Gabriels, of love of fair play, his Ideals of manli- once as it is
easy to prove the above trlct Courts of the Territory. Office:
of
Beaver,
Bishop
Ogdensburg;
ness and manhood. Under his foster- assertions to be facts and to convince Socorro,
New Mexico
Massachusetts; Monslg-no- r ing care the school has added build- the
Springfield,
in Republican success
that
people
AND
CATRON
GORTNER
Stephens, of Washington, and the ing after building, has greatly in- in next November will be found state
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
late Archbishop Bourgade, who was creased its equipment, has beautified hood and New Mexico's admission
Office: Catron Block
then bishop of Arizona.
its grounds so admirably located, and a sovereign commonwealth which
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
After a zealous term of service of is pushing to fruition plans that will another few years will rank with the
L.
O.
FULLEN
less than two years, during which double the capacity of the school, for best conducted and most prosperous
Attorney-at-Latime he had established himself in the in the years past it has been able to states In the Union."
District Attorney Ninth District
love and esteem of all classes of our accommodate only a portion of those
Office over First National Bank.
Chapelle was who applied for admission. In schol THE NEW MEXICAN'S CONTINUED
Archbishop
people,
Roswell.
New Mexico
transferred by the Holy See to the arship, in readiness to go out to fight
GOOD WORK.
WlLLIAM
M'KEAN
See of New Orleans. He was also ap- the battles of the world, in health and
Today's issue of the Daily New
Attorney
pointed apostolic delegate to Cuba physical prowess, but above all, in Mexican is a splendid achievement
In 1905 yellow manliness, the graduates of the inand the Philippines.
Mining and Land Law.
and will do much to properly and
New Mexico
Taos,
fever became epidemic in New Or- stitute have the advantage of most
fairly advertise the grand resources
leans and although the archbishop was other schools and colleges that give of the Sunshine
the
many
Territory,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
absent from the city he hastened back their time to the development of only good
of the city of Santa Fe,
points
charachis
of
one
side
and
the
and
boy
to aid and comfort his people
Notary Public
and that excellent educational institu
Office with the New Mexican Print
while performing his sacred duty he ter and talents.
tion, the New Mexico Military Institute
ing Company.
was stricken by the dread disease and
at
Roswell, the latter a remarkably Santa Fe
New Mexico
died like a true servant of God, faith- No star shines brighter than the kingis1
lead
which
taking a
prosperous city
ly man,
ful to the last,
ROMAN L. BACA
in the Southwest. In addi
Who nobly earns whatever crown ing place
Then on April G, 1899, Right Rev.
of this news Real Estate and Mines, 8panlsh Trans
issue
to
the
tion
regular
he wears,
Peter Bourgade who was at that time
lator, Notary Public.
hundred extra copies
paper, thirty-fiv- e
Office in Griffin Building, Washing
bishop of Tucson, was installed arch- Who grandly conquers, or as grandly were printed. These will be distribut
dies;
bishop of New Mexico In which posi
will
be of ton Avenue.
where they
And the white banner of his man- ed
tion he remained until his late lament- me- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
as
value
advertising
great
hood bears
ed death. He was one of the last of
not
cost
the
This
will
diums.
,
&
HAYWARD
FLEMMING
to
the
the hero priest" who came to New Through all the years uplifted
citizens and business men of this
Real Estate and Insurance
skies.
Mexico on the invitation of the great
city a cent but the good this distri- J. B. Hayward, U. S. Commissioner.
Prelate Lamy and for nearly twenty
and lastNew Mexico
These wise words, by Governor bution will do will be great
Moriarty,
New Mex
years labored as a missionary priest
the
sort
of
work
This
ing.
New
of
are
true
of
York,
OSTEOPATHY
Hughes,
While
In Arizona and New Mexico.
lean is" doing for its home town and
commonwealth In the Union:
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
That it should be
parish priest of Silver City he built every
mo
wo raA tn
tfcon that constantly.
Ot00 ,n
treats acute and
Successfully
a hospital, a convent and an academy
better and more generally appreciated
or
more
than
farmers,
hay
diseases'
apples,
chronic
without drugs or
the,
San
for the Sisters of Mercy and at
.iwwmi
of any tree; we need to grow 18 WCll 1YUUVY II. 1'unuuaw.J
medicines.
for consulta
No
charge
of
Elizario in Texas, he erected the large fruit
thank God, the crop of good there are many good loyal citizens
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue,
churoh which Is an ornament to that men, and,
such
feel
who
this
appreciation,
city
men Is greater today than ever beHours: 2 m., 5 p. m. 'Phone 156,
place, and while bishop of Tucson he fore In our
men
have
We
history.
CONY T. BROWN
erected' a splendid Cathedral and a
of
who are devoting themselves to the j Governor Charles E. Hughes,
fine Sanitarium. And thus his holy
Mining Engineer.
needs of their fellow men. Never did New York, has opened headquarters
and Treasurer New Mexi
life was scent leaving monuments
Secretary
reach such heights as In in Chicago and the Hughes campaign
co School of Mines.
behind him of religion, learning and philanthropy
The friends of
these opening years of the twentieth managers are busy.
New Mexico
Socorro,.
charity.
did noble desires of Governor Hughes, evidently
Never
reason,
century.
His last annual report showed a to American men find such
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
opportunity." that the more publicity for their can
tal of 167,000 members of the church
Territorial Engineer.)
in
will
be
it
(Late
better
1908
the
In
didate
churches
In New Mexico, forty-fiv- e
Water Supply, Railroad
and
Irrigation,
may
1912.
Is
politics
This
good
AnWith Taft as president,- with
having resident pastors, 340 missions
and
four
direction
Bridge
Building.
years
and drews as delegate from New Mexico count in the right
and chaoels. schools, convents
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
academies In every possible location, and with Republican success in the hence.
'
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E. W. HART
The large number of dissenting clergy Sunshine Territory in next NovemArchitect
Mexican
company
Printing
New
The
of
od
arel
this
"who
his
the
ber
oeople
attended
territory
men and laity
and supervls
neatness
with
work
specifications
esPlans,
Job
sure to obtain statehood in 1909. This will do. your
seaules yesterday showed in what
Ion. Address: Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer
- and
obwas
well
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to
Informed
by
is
political
dispatch.
teem and reverence he
patent
Building.
hl
neighbors. The New servers. The voters of New Mexico
New Mexico
Mexican.
East Las Vegas,
New
for
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sorrow
well
will do
Mex'can sincerely joins in the
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.
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The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

In New Mexico,

Established

In

1870

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock, $150,000.

Surplus and

undivided Profits, $63,500.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

4

its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money ' transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alms to

extend to them as liberal treatment

respects, as

In all

Is

consistent

with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.
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THE PALME
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rocms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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QABLE, Proprietors.

American and European Plan. Commodious 8ample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Preen the Button we do the rest.

well-directe- d

Hotel Coronado.

d

wide-awak-

e

EUROPEAN AND AFRICAN PLAN
FIRST CLASS

RESTAURANT

IN

CONNECTION

Hot and Cold Baths:
Located
on South Side of Plaza.
Centrally
Short Orders Served From 5. a m. to 9 p. m.
rot Coffee and Cold Lunches

SERVED ALL NIGHT.

w

SANTA FE, N.

M

222 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
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New Mexico Military Institute
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest,"
Army Cfiicors Totalled by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

A."
Through Acadomii; conrpp, preparing ybnng

men for college or for business life. Great!
amount ofjopen air work. Ileahhieta location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
in the beautiful Pecos Valley tho garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
jlittle rain or snow'durlng session.
Eleven Officersand instructors, all gradu
ates from 5star dard eastern colleges. Ten
ibul'dlngs, throughly furnls'hcd, heated, lighted
and modorn in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, Presidont; W
O, Ilftmlltou, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
a ilynFA
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
;
address.
COL. JA8. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

J

non-Cathol-

7HEN in need of any- V V thing on Earth
fry a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AO.

It will positively bring results.

W

8ATURDAY, MAY 23, 1908.
Not I co for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No. 7481.)
'
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N M.
May 2, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Damacio Montoya, of Santa Fe, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
r
final
proof in support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
7481, made,April 8, 1903, for the SW
NE
and Lots
NW 4 SE
5 and 6 of Section 2, Township 16 N,
Range 9 E, and that said proof will
be made before the register and re
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on June
-

EULNTA.

FE

NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUME NUMBER 13

superintendent of the city schools of

Just Issued From Press of New Mexl- can Printing Company Essential
Every Attorney.

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

11, 1908.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
Jesus Ortega, Charles Harris, Joe
Rodriguez, and Manuel Rodriguez, all
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Chronic Constipation Cured.
One who suffers from chronic constipation is in danger of many serious ailments. Foley's Orino Laxative
cures chronic constiuation as it aids
digestion and stimulates the liver and
bowels, restoring the natural action
of these organs. Commence taking It
today and you will feel better at
once. Foley's Orino Laxative does
not nauseate or gripe and is pleasant
to take. Refuse substitutes. Sold at
The Ireland's Pharmacy.

.to

should be added for postage, If volume
ordered by mall. The edition is lim
The New' Mexican can do printing
ited
and orders will be filled In the
equal to that done In any of the large
of the'r receipt.
sequence
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
Bad Attack of Dysentery Cured.
and you will certainly come again. We
"An
honored citizen of this town
out
have all the facilities for turning
every class of work, including one of was suffering from a severe attack
dysentery. He told a f lend if he could
the best binderies in the West
obtain a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, Je
SERIOUS RESULTS FEARED.
felt confident cf being cured, he havTou may well fear serious results
in the West. He
ing used this
from a cough or cold, as pneumonia was told that remedy
I kept it in stock and
and consumption start with a cold. lost no time in obtaining it, and was
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the promptly cured," says M. J. Leach,
most obstinate coughs or colds and
druggist, of Wolcott, Vt For sale by
prevents serious results. Refuse sub- all druggists.
stitutes. Sold at The Ireland's
TO AND FROM R08WELL.
Connection made with Automobile
It Is an admitted fact that real es- Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
ll
tate, financial men and merchants all Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m., and arrives1 at Roswell
Bay that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. in., and arMexican.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup between Santa Fe and Torrance is
does not constipate, but on the other $5.80 and between Torrance and Roshand its laxative principles gently well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automomove the bowels. Children like it. Sold bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager Automobile Line.
by The Ireland Pharmacy.

Mc-Klnl-
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Ro-we-

Insist upon DeWltfs Witch Hazel
Salve. It is especially good for piles.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

WALL PAPER

VISITING CARDS.

WALLPAPER
for Peats and Ameri.

AiroTito

APlO can Wall Paper
Alt

Engraved cards de viste and wedding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican printing office.
Any one
standing in need of such will do well
to call at this office and examine samples, style of work and prices.

Co.

Tie Newest Designs.

Kodol completely digests all classes
of food. It will get right at the trouble
and do the very work Itself for the
stomach. It is pleasant to take. Sold
by The Ireland Pharmacy.

LORENZO AND DIGNE0.

The Famous

Falstaff

blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
can Printing company.

and

Legal

Beem

KRICK
HENRY
Sola Agent for

DeWitt's Little Early

Mexi-

Risers

are

small, safe, sure and gentle little pills.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER

PROFESSOR J. A. WOOD.
Superintendent of Santa Fe Public Schools Recently Appointed
Position For Tenth Time.

to
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Ski
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Kinds ol Mineral Waters.

SODA WATER,

m

Wares

ana

Carlos

Blankets,' Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

0J0 CALJEflTE r0T SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fivTaos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
e

Bar-anc-

o

Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters. Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not, accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salt to the gallon, being the rich- -

est alkalln Hot Springs In 'the world.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to In the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars ad''
dress:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
,

.

Proprietor.

;, Olo Caliente, Taoi County, R.
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CENTRAL OR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.
Acknowledged as the Handsomest and Most Commodious Public School Edifice in New Mexico.

'

Indian and

Such

Fe. The graduates receiving diplomas
were as follows:
Dorllska Crandall, John R. McFie,
Jr., Helen Laughlin, Edward L. Saf-forMary McFie, Homer B. Stephens,
EVER GRADUATED and Helena
G. Randall.
The officers of the graduating class
were Edward L, Safford, president;
vice president, Helena G. Randall;
(Continued From Page One.)
secretary and treasurer, Homer B.
lin; class prophesy by Homer B. Stephens.
The class motto was,
Stephens; class will by John R. Mc-Fi- "Something Better Beyond." The class
Jr.; valedictory by Helena G. flower was the violet and the class
Randall, and Miss Mary McFie rend
crimson and blue.
ered a selection on the piano.
Without exception the graduates re-Yesterday afternoon the junior class
many beautiful bouquets and
orations were given. These were ex
cellently rendered and reflected great
credit upon the members of the class.
Last night the commencement program was rendered as follows: '
Commencement Program.
Overture Poet and Peasant
Von Suppe
High School Orchestra.
"Out on the Deep"
Lohr
High School Glee Club.
Announcements.
Brightly the Morning. .. .Von Weber
Address to the Class
Dr. W. G. Tight, President University of New Mexico.
Legend of the Bells Chimes of Normandy Planguette.
High School Glee Club.
TIV" v v.'
Presentation of Diplomas
Hon. T. B. Catron, President Board
of Education.
5141
"Good Night, Good Night, Beloved"

LARGEST

High School Glee Club.
It is an admittei fact that real es
Address to Graduates.
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
Dr. W. G. Tight, president of the
obtained by advertising in the New University of New Mexico, delivered
Any Flavor yon Dolr.
Mexican.
the annual address1 to the graduates.
Oriera Flllei for Any Aaoant. Mail Qtitn
Dr. Tight reviewed the advancement
will Receive Proayt AttenUen.
For a burn or scald appiy Cham- of school work in the Sunshine Terriberlain's Salve. It will allay the pain tory
Phone 38.
during the past seven years.
almost instantly and quickly heal the He said:
"Seven years afo there
lenta Fe. . M. Injured parts. For sale by all druggists
MentenaaAveiiM.
was no graduating class In
the
University of New Mexico, and there
were but two high schools In the territory that had graduating classes."
Dr. Tight selected for his subject
the "Dominant Force of the Times."
Hon. T. B. Catron, president of the
Board of Education, presented the
527 San Francisco Street.
members of the class with their diplomas. Mr. Catron In a few words
thanked the class for its good behavior
during the past year and in general
reviewed the school work in Santa

taf All

JUROR STOLE WATCH

Salem, Indiana, which position he
AND WAS INDICTED
successfully held for eight years, durpupils gradu- Grand Jury Holds Talesman
ing which time fifty-siWho
ated from the high school. From Salem
"Lifted" Timepiece Court at
he went to Wlnfleld, Kansas, where
Gallup Closes,
he was professor of mathematics in
Gallup, N. M., May 23. Lack of
the Southwest Kansas College until
1893, when he resigned to take the sufficient funds caused the premature
superintendency of the public schools closing of the district court for
of East Las Vegas.
county which has been in sesProfessor Wood came to Santa Fe in sion here for a week past and
Judge
1899 to take charge of the public Ira A.
Abbott and the court officials
schools of this city. He found the returned to
Albuquerque today.
schools and school buildings here In
The court opened last Monday with
once
at
condition
to
work the trial of Mrs.
set
and
poor
Starring versus Peter
to build up a school system tnat would
Kitchen, William Morros, J. T. Herbe a credit to the city and to the ter- bert and Alex
Bowie, involving the
ritory. In this he has succeeded and ownership of a herd of cattle. Shortshowed ly after the
the Board of Education
opening of the trial the
its appreciation of his work recently plaintiff dismissed all the defendants
by appointing him as superintendent excepting Kitchen.
Yesterday it defor the tenth time with an Increase
veloped that the suit involved only
In salary for his valuable services.
questions of law and uy agreement of
Strong Advocate of Manual Training. counsel on both sides the jury was disProfessor Wood has labored earn- missed. The case will be heard by
estly, not only for the upbuilding of Judge Abbott in chambers at Albuthe schools of the Capital City, but querque.
he has taken an active part in the
The grand jury empaneled Monday
civic and moral advancement of the returned twenty
indictments, rangcity as well. He is an active worker ing from larceny to cattle stealing.
in the New Mexico Educational Asso- Four
indictments were returned
ciation, having held the offices of pres- against former Mounted Policeman
ident and vice president and has serv .Murray. Two were for assault with
ed several times as chairman of the intent to kill, one for
larceny and one
executive committee. He has attended for assault and battery. The most
fifteen successive meetings of the as- serious
charge made against Murray
sociation and has always taken some was that he
poured oil on the dress
active part. Professor Wood is also of a woman and set her on fire. The
a member of the National Educational woman is said to be of
questionable
Association and has attended many of character.
the meetings. He is an extensive
An Indictment was returned against
reader of journals of education and
Navajo
Pinto, a wealthy resident of
pedagogical works and is well versed
in all the educational movements of McKinley county, for killing cattle,
the country. He is an ardent advocate but the most sensational event of the
of manual training in the public session was the indictment of a memschools and hopes some day to see a ber of the territorial petit jury for
a watch from another talesgood manual training system installed stealing
man.
The
theft was committed
schools
of
in the
Santa Fe.
while the court was in session and
Teachers for Next Year.
the grand jury found an Indictment
At a recent meeting of the board of against the juryman.
education the following teachers were
elected for the ensuing year:
GALLUP RAPE CHARGE
High School.
MAY BE BLACKMAIL
J. A. Wood, superintendent and
principal of the high school; assist23. James
N. M., May
ants Mrs. Estella Carrier of Wabasha, Gallup
was arrested here yesterDougherty
Minnesota; Miss Nellie Gray, of St.
day charged with attempted rape on
Louis, Michigan; and Miss Alonzo of uilevin Martin, 14 years old. The atthis city.
tempt is alleged to have taken place
Grade Teachers.
Tuesday. The charge was made by the
Miss Jennie Kennedy, of Paris, girl's mother, who Is said to be a
Kentucky; Miss Elizabeth Phelps, of . loose character, and sympathy is with
Santa Fe; Miss Belle Sweet, of Cer-- j Dougherty, whose reputation has
rlllos; Miss Eva Hildreth, of Altamont, i ways been good. His friends are ln-Kansas; Mrs. Lora C. Fletcher, Miss J cllned to believe it is a case of black-ceive- d
Elizabeth DuVal and Miss Myrtle mail.
x

five-yea-

Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and dstermined in the supreme court of New Mexico is now
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library in New
Mexico Is complete without It and to
the practicing attorney it Is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, court officials and all
others
who
are Interested
in
the interpretation
of .the
law,
especially the New Mexico law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It is compiled by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. The ty
pographical work and binding Is by
the New Mexican Printing company
which is being complimented upon the
fact that it is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price per
volume, $2.70, is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
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and Boyle, all of Santa Fe.
First Ward School.
Mrs. George Dixon, of Santa Fe, and

NEWjS

ADDITION TO
MEXICAN STAFF

An Experienced Educator.
Professor J. A. Wood, superintendKansas Newsent of the city schools, of Santa Fe, Miss Ada F. Ogle, of Hutchinson, J, B. Doze, Well Known
of
Position
Assumes
paper Man,
grew up on a farm in Adams counEditor.
News
Kansas.
ty, Indiana, and received his education at Franklin College, where he reSecond Ward.
J. B. Doze, for some time past news
ceived the degree of A. B., in 1877, and
of the Eagle, published at Wicheditor
Miss
Louisa
Miss
and
Schnepple
the degree of A. M. in 1880.
ita, Kansas, one of the brightest,
After graduating he became the Amelia Gutterman, all of Santa Fe,
most influential and largest circulated papers in the Sunflower state, has
arrived here and has taken a position
as news editor of the New Mexican.
Mr. Doze comes highly recommended
especially by Hon. Victor Murdock,
who represents the Wichita district in
ediCongress and who is connected
bemother
his
torially with the Eagle,
M.
Colonel
late
of
the
widow
ing the
M. Murdock, who was for many years
the leading editor and publisher ar4
one of the pioneers of the state.
Mr. Doze la a native of Kansas and
has been connected with newspaper
offices from boyhood. As soon as he
left school he went into a country
weekly office, served an apprenticeship arid learned the newspaper business from the bottom up, thereafter
was more or less connected with the
Eagle until he obtained the position
of news editor.
The New Mexico fever struck
him and he has come to Santa Fe believing that this territory has a great
future and with statehood, will be
come one of the greatest states in the
union.

FIR8T WARD SCHOOL.
This Attractive Building Hat Been Erected During Professor Wood's
Incumbency as Superintendent.

The Ne Mexican Printing company
will do your Job work with neatness
and dispatch. .
.
Subscribe

or the New Mexican.
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The Saturday afternoon bridge club
met today with Mrs. J. G. Schumann
at her home on Lincoln avenue.
L. O. Gillette, special
agent for the
general land office, has returned from
i business trip to Raton.
Doctor T. P. Martin, a prominent
f v
physician of Taos, who paid this city
a visit during the week, has returned
home.
J. M. Hill, geologist for the govern
ment assigned to the forest service, re
turned last night from an official visit
In the Pecog forest.
Captain F. C. Dczendorf leaves to
morrow for Alamogordo In order to
be present there when court convenes
at that place next week.
Governor J. A. Kibbey of Arizona,
who has been In Washington on of
(OMPLAINV
jj!
ficial business, was a passenger for
I
!
BILIOUSNESS,
his home at Phoenix on Thursday.
Wjf
DYSPEPSIA,
Miss Alexia Durant, who Is sojourn
R REniTTEHT BILIOUS FEVERS
on
(!
Windsor
the
on
ranch
the
ing
up
per Pecos, is registered at the Pal
Jjj
fNSTlJATlON
ace. She has many friends in this
city.
Mrs. J. M. Kurn, wife of the division
superintendent of the New Mexico di
Si
NOT ONE iWAN IN A THOUSAND
vision of the Santa Fo railway, left
is
there
that
not
believe
.t
we
do
to
th
assurance
We have the
say
Las Vegas yesterday for a visit to
New York City.
ONE HAN IN A THOUSAND
Miss Virginia Bean, the pretty and
that we cannot please with our clothing and satlsTy with our prices.
talented daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V,
It's simply a combination of excellent clothing and reasonable prices
!! &v ST LOUIS. M
L. Rean, has spent the past week In
that attracts so many men to this store.
Las Vegas, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
We are never satisfied with anything but
Max Nordhaus.
Colonel E. W. Dobson, well known
Albuquerque attorney, who has been
In Gallup on business for the district
Sold and Recommended by
The Best of Clothes, the Best of Haberdashers,
court for McKInloy county, returned
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
to his homo yesterday.
the Best of Hats
Mrs. Marlon Lynch, mother of Mrs.
can always be found here and with every sale goes our guarantee of
Charles A. Spless will leave Las Ve- al weeks on the upper Pecos. He
the climate and scenery here
MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT
gas for a California visit next week. says
clothes?
far
that of the Colorado
for
come
to
surpass
here
your
do
than
better
Can you
She will be accompanied by her two
summer rosorts.
.leanetto
and Carlos
grandchildren
4050 Samples to Select from NATHAN SALMON.
Judge O. B. LIddell, a prominent at
Spiess.
of Denver, George H. Shears
torney
Samuel Eldodt, a prosperous mer
chant and fruit grower at the San a Denver capitalist and George B,
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Juan Pueblo, who has many friends In Paxton, of Red River Taos county,
this city, has gone to Excelsior a mining and irrigation engineer, have
MONEY TO LOAN
In this city since last
Springs, Missouri. He expects to be been visiting
at the Palace ho
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as 10 and as high as $200.
guests1
Wednesday
a
month.
absent
about
Loans are' strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
Hon. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa expect tel. Judge LIddell is president, Mr,
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
to go to Denver during the first week Shears secretary and treasurer, and
hi June to be present at the com Mr. Paxton, engineer of the Red River
mencement exercises of Wolf Hall Irrigation company in Taos county
at SALMON Store.
from which school their daughter, which proposes to put a large tract of
fine land under irrigation there. They
Miss Julia, will graduate.
J. H. Coonz, superintendent of ag attended to official business connectents of the Mutual Lite Insurance ed with their enterprise and today
their respects to Governor Curry.
company of New York, with head- paid
Mr.
has recently teturn from
Paxton
108.
Phone
Phone 108.
quarters at Pueblo, is spending a few
he attended to mat
where
Washington
O.
C.
Fa.
store
in Santa
Watson,
The largest and the only
days in the city visiting
with
his company.
ters
connected
district representative of that insur
ance company.
(Continued On Page Eight.)
Judge Ira A. Abbott, district attorFor anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding ney F. W. Clancy and District Clerk
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
John Venabie, all of Albuquerque, who
havo been In Gallup attending the ses
sions of the district court for McKin
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
county, returned to their Duke
ley
63
City homes this forenoon.
Amalgamated
Professor and Mrs. W. G. Tight, of Atchison 81
pfd. 91
Albuquerque, spent yesterday and toNew York Central 103
day In this city and wore registered
Pennsylvania 119
at the Palace. Professor Tight delivSouthern Pacific 83
ered the oration at last night's com
Union Pacific 143
mencement exercises of the high
Steel 37
pfd.' 100
school. They were recently married.
MONEYS AND METALC.
Governor
George Curry returned
New York, May 23. Money on call
this noon from a five weeks so- nominal.
journ in the National Capital during
New York, May 23. Prime mercanwhich time he accomplished much for tile paper 3
New Mexico's benefit In Congress and
New York, May 23. Lead quiet
In the departments. Socially he had 4;32
Lake copper quiet
a very pleasant time and also im- 12
Silver 53.
proved in health and strength.
St. Louis, May 23. Spelter dull 4.45.
General Manager James E. Hurley
WOOL MARKET.
of the Santa Fe system and General
St. Louis, Ma
23. Wool Market
Superintendent H. W. Sharp of the dull and unchanged.
eastern grand division of the road, GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
who have been on an Inspection tour
Chicago, May 23. Wheat May 101
of the Eastern Railway of New Mexi
July 90
co, were passengers for Topeka and
Corn May 76; July 66
La Junta respectively, yesterday.
Oats May 54
July 45
It. W. D. Bryan and H. E. Fox, both
Pork May 13.42
July 13.57
of Albuquerque, have returned home
Lard May 8.37
July 8.42
from Las Cruces where they were for
(S)
Ribs May 7.22
July 7.32
several days Instituting a new lodge 35.
of Elks. The number of candidates
LIVESTOCK.
and about one hundred
was fifty-twSoutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
Kansas City, May 23. Cattle ReElks from El Paso attended the cere ceipts 1,000, Including 600 southerns.
monies. Mr. Bryan is deputy of the Market steady. Southern steers $3.50
Grand Lodge of Elks for New Mexico.
cows $2.254.60;
6.25; southern
The Fifteen Club met yesterday stockers and feeders $3.255.40; bulls
with Mrs. Newhall, Mrs. Victory pre $3.25(3)5.25; calves
$3.506; western
siding. Roll call was answered by steers ?56.75; western cows $3.25
TOUCH.
THE FINISHING
quotations. The program consisted 5.25.
of a paper by Mrs. Bartlett on Mrs,
Market
1,000.
Sheep Receipts
from Mark steady. Muttons
Eddy, and a reading
$44.7G; lambs $5.50
Twain's Christian Science, by Mrs,
to your new sprirjg outfit can be
7; range wethers ?44.50; fed ewes
The club adjourned to $3.504.25.
Laughlln.
A put upon it by JULIUS MUmeet with Mrs. Laughlin on May 29,
Hogs Receipts 7,000. Market 5(g)
Mrs.
Weltmer to preside.
10 lower. Bulk of sales 5.355.50;
are
Your
1 RALTER- garmeEts
The following cadets from this city heavy $5.505.60; packers and butchsure to be of the very latest
and vicinity who attended the New ers $5.355.55; light $5.305.50; pigs
Mexico Military Institute during the $44.50.
cut, style and material, and the
past term have returned home: Thorn23. Cattle About
Chicago, May
tit is perfect. When you want
ton Victory, Alfred Kaune, Fritz Mul- - 600. Market
Beeves, $4.75
steady.
ler, Jr., Theodore Roybal, J. R.
westerns,
Texans,
7.30;
to appear elf gant erd recherche
$4.605.60;
R. E. Ervlen, Joe Creamer, Milstockers and feeders,
$4.505.75;
ton Hall, J. C. Rowley, Jr., and W. G.
have you suit or overcoat made at
$3.505.30; cows and heifers, $2.30
Taber. Grahme H. Frost, who gradu6.10; calves, $5.005.60.
ated this year, will be home this eveSheep About 2,500. Market steady.
ning.
Western $3.755.25; yearlings, $5.60
E. H. Salazar, editor of El Indepen-dlente- ,
western,
6.30; lambs, $4.506.80;
a leading Sipanish newspaper $4.506.50.
&
Corucr Washington Palace Ave
In northern New Mexico, reached the
city this morning on the Limited on a Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
visit to his sisters, Mrs. Manderfleld can and get the news.
and Mrs. G. W.' Armljo. He expects to
return home tomorrow. He states that
Las Vegas is prosperous and that the
rain which fell last night and this
is
time to buy
a
morning will prove of great benefit
Summer Millinery.
to live stock, crops and the range.
Guy L. Hursh, a prominent attorney
of Holton, Kansas, spent yesterday
here taking depositions in a law suit,
Everything reduced in
now pending in the Kansas supreme
court and involving title to a large
Price
tract of valuable farming land. He
coneast on the Limited last
returned
No
J. P. LYNG.
night. Mr. Hursh fell in love with
Santa Fe during hU brief stay here
ADOLF SELlGHAJi
and expects to return later In the sumSouth 8idt Plata. Santa Fe, N. M.
mer with his family and spend sever- -
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FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS

$22.50

$17.50

r

Win.

Selkman Bros

&

IjmHV

$25.00

19

Co
2f

Wholesale & Retail.

fVV

Every
Stetson

i

S..JL

Stetson
Name

W
W

TAILOR PJADE DEPARTPJEfiT

' INCORPORATED

1856.

Hi fH'

nr

j

MAY 23,

iS?

mm

CARPETS

WAISTS

RUGS

SKIRTS

HATS

LADIES

SHOES

HATS

CLOTHING

DRESS

MENS

GOODS

For a hat light

FURNISHING.

in weight and

flexible a well
as durable, we
earnestly recom
mend the

rS

W

NOTIONS
HOSIERY-

-

Stetson
Hat
Self-Conformi- ng

'It

We have the SieMon Suit nd I)eib
Hati in ill Iht latrit ttylei.

For

Half a

Phone No. 86.
if

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIE!
Ball bearing Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something New in Lawn Sprinklers. Garden Hose,
Hose Reefs, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

FAAH

up-to-d-

MARKET REPORT.

Field and Garden Seed.

7-- 8.

APPLE

Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.

1--

Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,
Hammocks, Croquet sets.

1--

5--

1--

Geniton $2.50
per Box
Wine Sap 2.00 to $2.50
Ben Davis 2.25
2.25
Gano
Huntsman 2.50
1.50 to 1.75
Other at

The

Winters Grocery

Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

1--

1-- 2;

1--

1--

8

1--

8

2

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

o

China, Novelties,
Leather and 1 eather Ebony

Goods.

a. Cflft7
apiiA
C

I- ,-

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be

it

'

It,

N

OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS

during the month of April. Come and
vince yourself.
trouble to show goods.

w..

the

.

JEWELER

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

JVV

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico,
anU Fa, N.

Catron Blook,

TI(C tyUTUAL

M.

J

BUlLDIjNG & LOAjV ASSOCIATION

of Santa Fe,

at

Mrs.

MANUFACTURER

I

Er-vie-

Julius Faralter

Deco-

rated

-

Mil

2u

HDW. CO.

WOOD-DAVI- S

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

1--

Co.

Complete Line of Hardware in the City.

CALL AfiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

3--

3--

Iost

"T

1--

7--

(

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

1--

3--

INCORPORATED

JV.

l.

1887

Become 6 member at any time. Continuous Series of Stock. An Ideal wayto
a ve money or to build homei.
OHAS HASPKLMATB, President.
R. J. ORIOHTON Secretary,
1. P. VICTORY, Solicitor,
Room 18 Laughlln nook.
,

a

'

Dry Goods House in tHe City.

the

Century
P. O. Box 219.

NATHAN SALMON.

I

I

i

tUNTJL

SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1908.

WE

mm

MINOR CITY TOPICS

The having

Weuther forecast

for New
Mexico: Tonight showers except in extreme west portion;
colder with frost In north portion. Generally fair ami warmer Sunday.

Habit

alderman from the
Third ward, reports the arrival of a
twelve pound baby girl ut his resi-

If you are thrifty, you have some of your monoy leftover.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
many days in your life; and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

ANDWHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contouted.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
THE UNITED STATES

pays

4

BANK

AND

TRUST COMPANY

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

idents.

assistant to the
president of the Santa Fo Central rail
way, stated this morning that from
reports received at the general office
here from local agents along the line,
three hundred prsons would visit San
ta Fe, coming on the excursion train
that Is to be run Memorial day from
are
the Estancia valley. Seventy-livexpected from Stanley, one hundred
S. H. Crlmshaw,

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

e

from
fifty from Estancia, twenty-fiv- e
from Mcin
Morinrty and twenty-fivtosh.
Harold M. Bigger, manager of the
hardware department of the Hughes
Mercantile company's store at Mori- arty, seems to have stolen a march on
his friends', according to the Princeton
Missouri) Telegraph, which says that
lie Is to be married tnere on Wednesday next to Miss Eva Van llouten,
a popular young lady o that town.
It is safe to predict that the groom
and his bride will receive a warm wel
come upon their return to Moriarty.
and thunderstorms ocShowers
curred yesterday and last night in
Santa Fe and vicinity. The maximum
temperature was 64 degrees at 3:30
p. m., and the minimum temperature
was 44 degrees at midnight. The mean
temperature was 54 degrees. The departure from normal was five degrees.
The relative humidity at 6 a. m., was
51 per cent and at G p. m., CO per cent.
The average relative humidity for yes
terday was 55 per cent. The highest
velocity of wind was 32 miles per hour
from southeast at 3 p. m. The lowest
temperature during last night was 41
degrees. The preciptation for the 24
hours ending at G a. m. today was 0.29
of an Inch of rain. The temperature
at 6 a. m., today was 44 degrees.
H. V. B. Smith of Santa Roan,
county surveyor of Guadalupe county,
who has been In the city for the past
few days on business, connected with
his office, left for home thh
Mr.
Smith is chairman
morning.
of the, publicity committee of the San
ta Rosa Commercial Club and 19 very
high in praise of his town and Guadalupe county. Since January 1 there
have been more original horastead
and desert entry
filings made in
Guadalupe county than in any other
Territory.
county in the Sunsliine
"New settlers are coming in fast,
the lands are being improved and the
outlook for good crops this year is
excellent at this time," said Mr.
Smith.

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

o

Line.

HAS. CLOSSOW.
YOU

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

when you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

S

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something very day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

LEOHERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mail and passenger line between Island train, due at 2 a. m.
time between the two
Roswell, New Mexico and Torrance,
Running
New Mexico, daily, Sunday included, points, five hours; meals furnished at
connection with all trains on the Rock Camp Nedmore, free of charge.
Island and Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursion
accommodated
parties
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
by notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock advance.
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles, one of the best known and best machines'
for all purposes on the market.. Twoof the best known and best machines
for all purposes on the market. Addre ss all communications and Inquiries to

(Continued

"The Racket" Store offers some big
bargains this week in corsets. A big
sample line bought at bargain prices
and sold accordingly from 15c to 75c.

Roswell Automobile Co.
New Mexico
.....

i

Eight.)

Bargain Week.

the

Roswell,

On Page

USE ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

SflTOlW

ft.
LUMBER FOR
BUILDING PURPOSES

obstetrical cases.

Rates,

surgical

Mince Pie
Lemon Pie
Chocolate Ice Cream.
Coffee
Tea
Dinner 35c.

$9.00

per

week and up.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Pres.

J. A. ROLLS, Sec.

We Are After You.
We want your order for a spring
suit. In our line of spring and summer samples will be found the best
The
examples of the designers art.
"Nattiest" fashions so much desired
by men of critical taste in dress. The
formerly
"Royal" line of samples
shown at the Santa Fe haberdashers.
All old records of measurements of

DPI

jependable reels, and novelty canvas and wicker
baskets ever shown in

Santa Fe.They ercreson
able too. Note Hie east
window and diop in and
see the line, its fine

r

RAOE MARK

a

ALA13ASTTNE
for Plain and Decorative

WiJ7

Wall Coating

Bcauti

A

Durable.
Inexpensive Wall Finish.
Mixed in Cold Water and easilv aoolied by
anyone with flat wall brush.
ful.

Sanitary.

Acrnfc frr
Santa Fe, and Can Save ycu Money.
AT

a nra

C-- 1

Cfjloe

I'M
I
TV.

COLOR CARDS FREE.
I

Tired nerves, with that "no am
feeling that is commonly felt
be
In spring or early summer, can
easily and quickly altered by taking
what Is known to druggists every
Restorative.
where ai Dr. Shoop's
note a changed
One will absolutely
feeling within 48 hours after beginRestorative. The
ning to take the
bowels get sluggish in the winter time
the circulation often shows up, the
Kidneys are inactive, and even the
Heart in many cases grows decidedly
weaker. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is
recognized everywhere as a genuine
tonic to these vital organs. It builds
the worn-ou- t
up and strengthens
weakened nerves; it sharpens the failing appetite, and universally aids digestion. It always quickly brings re-

t

i

ttr, m

nil -

I

bition'

I

A.k..'.C.-r- .'

PACKAGE

THE

We

"' blkM

gell Furniture.

Phone No, 83.

cTWail Orders Solicited

everything in Hardware.

newed strength, life, vigor and ambition. Try It and be convinced. Sold
b- - Int.Ireland Pharmacy.
-

Wedding Hints
at the Racket
We have a nice line of novelties
very suitable for wedding or birth
Solid Sterling and
day presents.
Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand painted china, Japanese china and silk
goods, Mexican drawn work, consist
ing of very handsome patterns and designs in doilies, table scarfs, in many
sizes, bed spreads, shirt waists and
suits worked on finest handkerchief
linen. All at "Racket" prices.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Stationery Below Cost.

i

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

J

H.S.WC0.

Fsrnitare Company.
JUST RECEIVED A

Just received a handsome line of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.
EMBALMING AND

Fresh lot of flew York

luhloi I

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.

Four

-

30-

Night Call

In 10 pound Sacks or

St Thooe

5Un Francisco

Ift.j

"Phone No i

in Bulk
DIAMONDS
Also have a fine line of

Fjaple Sorghum
and other fancy

SYRUPS

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS

H C, YOHT7
l.ja.'u.actvLrr

.

.

.

Eyes Tewea ana

liT
MCAlCAlN

RIGHT SERVICE

WATCHES

rlLlUKCC
rnvr
-- imirr.i
JCWCLCRl-

to- -

Fitted By Up

nate

wiexnoa.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWARE.
itfjk346 San Francisco Street, Samta Fe,N. M.

V-

HOUS

A. O. Dottolbaeh X2a
EVERY EVENING

can be had from us in any quantity
Change of Program every
and the best quality. It can be had In
any size desired, but none leaves our
yard that is not ree from warpings,
and other Imperfections. Our prices
please the mose economical builders
and contractors. Let us have the favor
of a first order from you and we' know
10c
former customers carefully preserved Admission
others will follow.
20c
and fit and satisfaction absolutely Reserved 8ectlon . . . .
guaranteed.. .This applies to new and Doors Open at 7 O'Clock;
ance at 7:30 and 8:30 O'clock.
old customers. The Racket Store.

C. W Ducfoo?

whJ5,e

A HE,

pletc stock of fine poles,
choiceflies excellent lines

Cotonado Cafe

TABLE

and

dVK

Southeast Corner Plaza,

I

treatment of medical,

RE YOU READY FOR IT?

Millinery Goods.

e.

,

Begins the 15 Inst.

and Fancy

E.

A powder to be shaken Into the shoes
You feet feel swollen, nervous and damp'
If you have aching
and get tired easily.
PH. DUZ
H rests the
feet, try Allen's Foot-Easfeet and makes new tight shoes easy. Cures
aching-- swollen, sweating feet, misters anu
callous spots. Relieves Chilblains corns andof all pain and gives rest and eon202 Water Street
Santa Fe, N. M. bunions
fort. Try It today. Sold by all Druggists
and Shoe stores,' 25, Don't accept any
A modern hospital, equipped for the substitute. Trial package FREK Address,
Allen S. Olmstead, Ie Roy. N. Y

FISHING SEASON

MISS. A. MUGIER

dence today. Mrs. Ortiz is very ill.
The Santa Fe Central today reported the handling of a car of Immigrants
for Willard from the Mississippi valSUNDAY DINNER.
ley.
1 4. R. Gonzales
a farmer at Penu
MENU.
Dlanca, spent the day here visiting
RELISHES.
relatives. He was registered at the
Lettuce.
N'ormandie.
.1. W. Carter,
engaged at Trucluis
SOUP.
in the lumber business, was register
Muck Turtle.
ed ut the Normandie hotel today. Ho
came here on business.
FISH.
In
Juan Alonzo Alameda,
liuiloil Salmon, ligg Sauce.
the live stock business at liiicino, was
registered at t ho Normandio today,
ROAST.
i'erson.'il business brought him to the
K. ('. Prime Kilts of HMf au jus,
city.
Roast Chicken with Dressing.
Fully four hundred applications by
homesteaders In New Mexico to make
ENTREES.
final proof on their entries for the
Fiench Toast, Wlno Sauco.
month of June are reported by Captain P. C. Dezendorf, chief of special
VEGETABLES.
agent of the general land office. This Mashed
Sweet Corn
Potatoes,
is' an unusually large number and Is
Slewed Tomatoes.
proof positive that the territory Is
rapidly being settled by bonl Ada res
DESSERT.

day-the-

4THE

HATS ARRIVED AT

M. K. Ortiz,

FJVE

PAGE

KBW MECHOAK. OJLNTA TO N. M.

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
AND FRIDAY.

Primrose

Bier

NONE BETTER.

The Valley Ranch,
The most beautiful location, on the most beautiful
river (The Peccs) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.
.

Out
US.

HIE SCO.

in

of Doors Life

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY
Address The Valley Ranch,
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

A

15.

-

m

SANTA PB NEW ft

Santa Fe Central

Stations

Ml

No

.

115 7 8 25
74
63
65
47
47
35

p

5.18 p

SW

.

pas-eng-

9 4 10 p
8 3 27 p
1 3 02 p
2 2 38 p
2, 1 38 p
7 1 03 P
Ul 15 a

er

System.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Freight and Passenger Agent.

Lis

St

Ml

M 1. k Mi
a

PASSENGER

Cl

Z5
B0

20

9 10
10
a 53

Auto
Car
Daily
Ex. Sun.

2g
11
11

00 p. m
4 23 p. m.
4 43p. m.
o uo
m
5 10 p. m
5 50 p. m.
5 55 p. m.
6 15 p. m.
6 30 p. m.

4

a.m

SCHEDULE

7
117

7
13

00
45

a. m.
a. m.

47

Ar.
Miles

from

8PRBSTON.
KOKHLER, JUNCTION
KOKHLER
VKRMBJO
CBRROS OSO

tl
YL'

iI.

...CIMARRON..
...IDTB PARE.

I

Lv

No. 21

...Arrive

CLWTUH HUUOO

..;;.. J
Ar

41

i

t

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
p.
00 p. m.
20 p. m.

a.
a.
p.
p.
is p.

0
11
22
25
81
42

Daily

m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m
a. m.

Friday

9 35

p. m.
iu p m

5 55

Lv.

ll

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m.

45p.
15 p.
40 p.
I 4U p.

m.

6
6
5
5
5
4
4
8
8
2

12 15 P.
11 57 a.
11 40 a.
11 00 a.
11 10 a.
10 25 a.
10 13 a.
9 53 a.

35
05
45
20
10
05
05

m

m.
m.
m.
m.

p.m.
m

m.
m

No. 20

Tuesday

STATIONS

Tburiday
Saturday

Moines

11 00
11 40
12 25
12 40
1
1 50

NoSC

Monday
Wednesday,

Ex. Sun.

Des

Thursday
Saturday

Auto

Car

Daily

RATOM.N. M.

.... I"..".......

Tuesday

2
2

i B

k

,

Ffl

nit.

"H

w

1000 a. m.

.Arrive

DES MOINES. N. M
CAPULIN TBQAS
VIGIL

Leave.,

9 25
8 30

805

.VA;... ... (Leave
JUNCTION.
Arrive) .. . .CLIFTON HO0SB
Leave. J .. . .CLIFTON HOUSR JUNCTION, ...1 Arrive
Leavei
RATON, N. M
Arrive.... r....

7 80
7 20

a. m.

a. m.
a. m.
a. m.

700 a. m.

Connects with El Paso A Southwestern Ry . train 124. arriving in Dawson, N. M,, at 6.10 p.m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. train 128, leaving Dawson. N. M. at 10 M a. m
I Staj;e for Van Houten, N M.,meets trains at Preston, N. M.
It Connects with Stage to and from Taos and EUiabethtown, N. U.
and E. P.
Track jonneetlon with A. T. & S. F Rv at Raton and Preston, with C. & S. Ry. at Des Moines,
T

t

,

and
Cimarron, N. M . is depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Pontl Park, Rayado
fcaldy,
Aurora,
Seco,
M.:
Park!
N.
In
stations
N.
Arroyo
Ute
M., is depot for following
Valdez.
Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and
VAN
HOUTEN,
J.
J. DEDMAN,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent
RATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.

I

Going

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 11:10 A. M.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney via
the S. F. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
r
Limited has now resumed
Service so
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
Mid-winte-

you have occassion to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

fc

S

W

JJ JJ. Cerro, mnYMlh.
.

.

Gen. Passenger Art,
RATON, N. M

S

to EI Paso?

Excursions

Annual Conference Young Men's and
Young Ladles Mutual Improvement
Association, June 12,14, 1908.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Salt Lake City,
Utah and return from Santa Fe for
$30. Tickets on sale June 6, 7 and 8
Final return limit 60 days from date
of sale.
General
Assembly
Presbyterian
Church In the U. 3. A., Kansas
City Mo., May 21st, June
4th, 1908.
For the above occasion we will sell
tickets from Santa Fe to Kansas City
and return for 33.25. Tickets on sale
May 18th to 23rd Inclusive. Final re
turn limit June 8th, 1908.
G. H. DONART,
Agent.

STILES,

Weak women should read my "Book
No. 4 For Women." It was written ex
pressly for women who are not well.
The Book No. 4 tells of Dr. Shoop's
"Night Cure" and just how soothing,
can
healing, antiseptic suppositories
or Binding be successfully applied. The book, and
strictly confidential medical advice Is
entirely free. Write Dr. Shoop, Racine
Wis. The Night Cure is sold by The

General Passenger Agent.

El Paso, Texas,

Tor anything and everytbxig appertaining
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

to Printing

OUR Pi AGE

Ireland Pharmacy.

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
ANY QUALITY
FROM A PINT UP.

VISITING CARDS.
The New Mexican Printing company
is prepared to furnish cards de viste
for ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or print
ed. Call in the New Mexican Printing
company.

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE

If you have anything to sell, rent or
exchange use the "Want" columns of
the New Mexican.

Urn

J

OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietot

OF PLAZA

SANTA

FE

INiW

Woman
Evoiy
Interested and
H

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES

AND

FRAMING

We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prompt

Attention.

Send for Catalogue.
HOW LAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
. 510 t. Broadway, Laa Angelta, Calif.

n

,

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Ledge

No.

1, A. F. & A. M. Regu-

ASH
ALAN

lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

(herald know
nuoQv me wonueriul

LMARVELWhirlinoSDrav

la

new Vaginal

nest

yrW.

M oat con ven- -

lent, it cleanses

Aik your druggist for It.
If hA nannot aubDlT the a Mmm.. wit
acoept no
MARVEL,
nthar hut unn atamo for
lllimtratoil honk sealed. It fffvAN
full ntrtlnnlara and direction! In- - muii.h.
Talnable to ladies. MAKVKL CO.
44 Kaat SS4 Street. I1W YOKK.

N.
R. McCORD,

L

KING, W. M.

Secretary,

Santa Fe Chaptei.

No.

R. A, M. Regular convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:80 p. m.
6. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
1,

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave second Saturday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J CRANDALL, E. C.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in tha evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially Invited to attend.
14th degree,

Biliousness and Constipation.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
For years I was troubled with bilimm
Venerable Master.
ousness and constipation, which made
Herewith are some bargains offered
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
life miserable for me. My appetite fail by the New Mexican Printing ComHENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
ed me. I lost my usual force and vl- pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Secretary.
tality. Pepsin preparations and cathar- - Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
tics only made matters worse. I do not bound, $1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
I. O. O. F.
Code
know where I should have been today Pleading forms $5; Missouri
had I not tried Chamberlain's Stom- - Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt-acSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2, I.O. O. F.,
and Liver Tablets. The tablets re- - led to New Mexico Code, Laws of New meets every Thursday evening in Odd
lieve the ill feelings at once, strength- - Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
en the digestive functions, purify the leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish Visiting brothers are Invited and
$2.25; full
stomach, liver and blood, helping the and Spanish pamphlet,
full
to
Its
Mrs.
$3.50;
do
Lwork
$2.75;
leather,
system
Pamphlet,
naturally.
-0
HERSCH, N. G.
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala, These Sheriff's
R. L. BACA, V. Q.
or
two
tablets are for sale by all druggists. Docket,
single, $1.25;
DAVID L. MILLER,
more books $1 each; New Mexico SuSecretary.
FOREST SERVICE ENGINEER
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10,
TO WASHINGTON elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
B. P. O. E.
,$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
Washington, May 23. W. E. Her- - Laws, 75 cents; Compilation Mining
ring, chief of the office of engineering, Laws, 50 cents; Money's Digest of New holds Its regular session on the second
United States forest service, has just Mexico Reports, full sneep. ?b.&u,
and fourth Wednesdays of each month
to Washington after an eight iivered; full list school blanks.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
weeks' inspection trip through five
come.
HUMAN FILTERS,
western states. Mr. Herring's office
T. P. GABLE,
has charge of the extensive perman-- Tne function of the kidneys is to
Exalted Ruler.
ent improvement work upon the na- - strain out the impurities of the blood
J. D. 8ENA,
tional forests and the most important wnlch is constantly passing through
Secretary.
purpose of his western trip was to or- - them. Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
so they will strain
ganize a branch office of engineering the kidneys healthy
of the forest service at Ogden, Utah. out all waste matter from the blood.
This office will greatly expedite the Take Foley's Kidney Remedy at once
work, re- - and it will make you well. Sold by
permanent improvement
of
time in The Ireland Pharmacy.
much
in
the
saving
suiting
the distribution of engineers on the
The New Mexican can do printing
work and quicken communication be- tween field officers and engineers. Mr. equal to tnat done in any or. tne large
oi Dally tourist rates to Los Angeles,
Herring inspected the improvement cities, our solicitor: isvery pieceonce
work and consulted with supervisors work we turn out. Try our stock
San Francisco California
and the
in Colorado. New Mexico, Arkansas and 7 will certainly come again, we Grand Canyon of Arizona and return.
out
have all the facilities for turning
and Oklahoma.
every class of work, including one of Six months' round trip ticket on sale
the best binderies in the West
daily to Los Angeles and San Fran
PERSONAL.
cisco. Stop overs going an returning
If any person suspects that their
within limit
Whooping Cough.
kidneys are deranged they should take
To Los Angeles and return, 156.90.
"In February our daughter had the
Foley's Kidney Remedy at once and
not risk having Bright's Disease or whooping cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart- - To San Francisco and return, 166.90.
To the Grand Canyon and return,
recommended
Chamberlain's
diabetes. Delay gives the disease a land
stronger foothold and you should not Cough Remedy, and said it gave his SO day ticket, with stop over privileg
delay taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, customers the best of satisfaction. We es within limit for $36.25. Also have
found it as he said, and can recom- - a six months' ticket on sale daily to
Sold at The Ireland's Pharmacy.
mend it to anyone having children Prescott and Phoenix, Arizona and retroubled with whooping cough," says turn for $46.25. These tickets are
LETTcR LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled Mrs. A. Goss, of Durand, Mich. For good on any train.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. sale by all druggists.
M., for the week ending May 23, 1908
To Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
If not called for within two weeks
The New Mexican Printing company and other eastern points and return,
will be sent to the dead letter,- office is prepared to furnish cards de viste June 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
at Washington:
for ladies and for gentlemen on short Kansas City and return $41.55; to St.
Aldaz, Carolina
notice in first class style at reason- Louis and return $44.35; to Chicago
Baldez, Lola
able prices, either engraved or print and return $50.35. On sale dally June
Carter, Daniel
ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing 1st to September 30th inclusive. Final
Chaves, Max
return limit October 31st
company.

mi

-

Dudley, F. W.
Gilmore, N K.
.Gautt, H J.
Gonzales, Rafael Ortiz y
Johnson Clifton
Lopez Tonita
Lucero, J. A.
McCormlck, T. C.
McCormick, Will
Mclntyre, A.
Mass, W A.
Moytoya, Fetitela
Ortiz, Herculano
Parker, Wilfred Spuds
Padilla, Adecala
Richards, C. R.
Romero, Marilllta
Romera, Jua B.
Sherman, Mary R.

G. H. DONART,

Agent
There is a Pink Pain Tablet made
by Dr. Shoop, that will positively stop
any pain, anywhere, In 20 minutes.
Headquarters for wedding cards and
Druggists everywhere sell them as announcements, at the New Mexican
Dr. ShooD's Headache Tablets, but Printing company. Santa Fe.
they stop other pains as easily as
headache. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain Tab
lets simply coax blood pressure away
from pain centers that is all.
Pain
comes from blood pressure congestion. Stop that pressure with Dr.
Shoop's Headache Tablets and pain is
instantly gone. 20 Tablets, 25 cents.
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
;

The New Mexican Printing company
is prepared to furnish cards de viste
for ladles and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or printed. Call at the New Mexican Printing
company.

Salazar, Patricimo
Says, Simon

Vijil, Tomas
Wiley, James W.
Windsor, Mrs. H. D.
In calling for these letters

please

state whether "advertised" or not.
Mr. John Rlha of Vinlng, la., says,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
"I have been selling DeWltt's Kidney
Postmaster. and Bladder Pill? for about a
year and
they give better satisfaction than any
The Moat Common Cause of Suffering pill I ever sold." Sold ty.The Ireland
Rheumatism causes more pain and Pharmacy.
suffering than any other disease for
the reason that It is the most common
of all ills, and It is certainly gratify-ng to sufferers to know that Cham
berlaln's Pain Balm will afford relief
and make rest and sleep possible. In
many cases the relief from pain which
is at first temporary, has become per
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
manent, while Jn old people subject
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
to chronic rheumatism, often brought
on by dampness or changes in the
weather, a permanent cure cannot be
xpected; the relief from pain which
his liniment affords is alone worth
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also Jo the San
many times Its cost. 25 and 60 cent
Juan
country of Colorado.
sizes for sale by all druggists.
For information as to
train

DIRECT ROUTE

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

i

mm

m

m

,

7:80 p. m.

Excursions

a. m.

845 a. m.

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM.

;

FRATERNAL

-

No.

STATIONS
Leavei.

0

t.

in

a. m
a. in.
An
ai a, m
30 a m
20 p. m

Milet
from
Raton

So. 1
Dally

a. m
a. m
a. m.

a.

i

-

In Effect September 1, 1907.

00
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The Aches and Pains Will Disappear
If the Advice of This 8anta Fe
Citizen Is Followed.
A woman's back has many aches and
pains.
,.
Most times 'tis the kidneys' fait.
Backache Is really kidney ache;
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills cure
It.
Many Santa Fe women know this.
Read what one has to say about It:
Miss Adela Arias, living at 106
Griffin street, Stant Fe, N. M., says:
"The use of Doan's Kidney Pills in
my case brought quick and thorough
renei rrom Kianey irouDie, tnat nas
bothered me for some time. I suffered
from a dull, aching in the small of my
back, the attacks always beng aggra-Vegas- ;
vated by colds. In addition to this I
was often distressed by headaches and
dizzy spells. My attention was called
to Doan's Kidney Pills about three
years ago and I procured a dox ax
Ireland's Pharmacy. Their use proved
all the claims made lor tnem. un ana
on since whenever occasion has re-quired, I have used Doan's Kidney
Pills and the quick and positive relief
always obtained Is what warrants my
high appreciation of them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
New
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
York.sole agents for the United States.
nd
Remember the name Doan's
no
other.
take

Palace.
and wife, Denver; Mr.
and Mrs. W. J. McGulre, Chicago; W.
O. Tight, and wife, Albuquerque; J. I.
Franklin, Colorado Springs, Colorado;
George R. Slocum, St. Paul, Minnesota; John Metcalf, Pauline, Iowa; G.
Miss
W. Bond, Trinidad, Colorado;
Alexia Durant, Cowles, Upper Pecos;
A. N. Park, Denver, Colorado; E. L.
Street, New York City; J. C. Neal,
Kansas City, Missouri.
Claire.
Charles, J. Frendberg, St. Louis,
William Fitch, Colorado
Missouri;
Springs, Colorado; Octaviano Perea,
Albuquerque; Joseph Buckman, Chlca- go, Illinois; W. C. Earnest, East Las
H. J. Ryan, East Las Vegas;
J. M. Hill, Washington; M. Masters,
Wichita, Kansas; J. H. Coonz, Pueblo,
Alhii- Pnlnrnrtn- - HenrPA S Ramsev.
querque.
Normandie.
R. B. Evans, John P. Lynn, Tomb- stone, Arizona; J. W. Carter, Truchas;
R. Gonzales, Pena Blanca; Juan
Alonso Alameda, Encino; H. W. Rome- ro, Juan P. Garcia, Villanuevo; Isi- doro Fewis, Montoya.
Coronado.
S. Wallln, Albuquerque; John Saunders, Denver, Colorado; J. P. Wingo,
Trinidad, Colorado.

and steamship
Freight,
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
&
Grande
Rio
Railroad, and
Denver
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern

7
7
J
8

lit

A WOMAN'S BACK.

A. Duncan

Mile No 2

Lve... Santa Fe ..Arr
" ....Kennedy... "
"
Stanley.... '
"
Moria ty..
"
Mcintosh.. i(
,
Estancla...
I' ....Wllllai'd... "
Arr . Torrance . . . .Lve

12 50 D
1 65 p
2 54 p
8 27 p
8 61 p
4 14 p
6 15 p
6 50 p
7 85 p

Wed.

p

SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1908.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Rait-wa- y

Effective Thursday, April 30, 1908.
North Bound
South Bound

Friday.

ytir

,

CAN. SANTA. 733. N. 11.

Company

No. 81

,

1

PAGE 8IX

lionday

r

Headquarters for wedding cards and
announcements, at the New Mexican
Printing company, Santa Fe.

rates,
literature, etc., call on or address

t.

K. HOOPER, Q. P. A T. A.

Denver,

Colo.

service, descriptive

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent
Santa Fa, N. M.

I

SATURDAY, MAY 23,

1i!08.

OANTA.

ME T
Belen

it

LIN.

31 milei south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

1,000 business and residence lota, alio 21x141 feet laid

street, with alleys

20 feet

beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
wide, with

Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point

is the near future cannot

1m

Ml nj

ALL FAST

WM. M. BERQER,

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL

AND

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The loU offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no tand or gravbakery, tailor shop, shot houae.jew-eler- ,
plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wool yard,
modera
drug store, harness shop etc. etc.; also a trit-ela- u
kotel.

el. We need a

irst-cl- as

Out prices of lots are low anl terms ot easy payments;;
title perfect; warranty ieeds. One-tki-ri
purchase money,

cah.

may remain on note, with mortgage ai
for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereoi.

Two-thir-

ds

y,

Apply at once for map and prices if yos wisk to sect:
tke choicest lota.

JOHN BECKER, President

tatimatei.

SEVEN

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

BELEftl TOWJUSITE

for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city

PAGE

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Cut-of- f

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

and Old Mexico.

70-fo- ot

W

li

The

at the

junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and points East to San Francisco, Loi Angeles, 1 Paao

out with broad 10 and

FE NEW MEXICAN. OANTA. Sill N.

Secretary.

The Bdea Town and Improvement Company
Women's troubles throw a cloud over their lives, which neglect may cause to become permanent
Make yours into a passing shadow by taking a medicine that acts directly on your womanly organs, the disorder of which has caused your womanly troubles. The right remedy for you, when you have headache,
backache, nervous spells, dragging pains, Irregular functions etc., Is

Your

Kennedy

Wine of Cardui

Passing
Shadow

It?

R

H. Lawson, of Sprott, Ala,, writes: 1 suffered with female troubles for 12 years; tried 4
I have taken 18 bottlesfeel greatly relieved and am
doctors; they did no good, so I took Wine of Cardul.
better than In 20 years." Sold by all reliable druggists, In $ 1 .00 bottles. Try It
Mm

K I ETTEf)
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CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

BASE BALL SCORES.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.

Church of the Hoi Faith (Episcopal.)
National League.
Rev. W. R. Dye in charge. Sunday Clubs
Won.
school at 9:45 a. m. Morning prayer
17
Chicago . .
with sermon at il o'clock. Evening Cincinnati
15
prayer at 5 o'clock. Seats free. All Pittsburg
.. ..13
cordially Invited.
14
Philadelphia
"
Methodist.
New York
14
E..C. Anderson, pastor.
Boston
15
'
Sunday school a' 9:45 a. m.
St. Louis
Preaching 11 a. m. Subject, "God's Brooklyn
.....11

'

Requirements."
There will be no Ep worth League
or preaching service in the evening
as the pastor and members will unite
in the union memorial service at the
Presbyterian church.
Presbyterian Church.
and special services in
The
regular
"
this church during the week will be In
, charge of .the pastor, the Rev. $; W.
Ph. D.( and are as follows:
Purcell,
'
.

The school for Bible study, conducted by Superintendent Henry F. Stephens, meets at 9:45 a. m.
Sermon by pastor at 11 a. m. Sub
ject, "Enemies of the Christian
TTnmA "
Junior Endeavor meets at 2:30 p. m.
and the Senior Endeavor society at
6:45 in the evening.
The evening service with sermon
by the pastor, will be before Carleton
Post, G. A. R. The congregation of
the Methodist and Episcopal churches
will join with us in this service, and
the public generally are- invited to be
present, especially all old soldiers of
the North and South, with the

,

Spanish-Am-

veterans.
The
prayer service will
,
be held on Wednesday evening at 7:45
erican

mid-wee-

k

o'clock.

?

Lost. P. C.
S

.080

12
11

.556

12
13

.542
.539
.519

15

.500

19
19

.3C7

American League.
Clubs
Won. Lost.
New York
10
17
13
17
Philadelphia
1G
Cleveland
12
13
Chicago .... ........14
St. Louis
15
15

"

Detroit
Washington
Boston

12
11

....11

15
17
IS

.3(17

P. C.
.630
.507
.571
.519
.500
.444
.393
.370

Western League.
Clubs
Omaha
Denver
Sioux City
Lincoln
Des Moines
Pueblo
;

Won. Lost. P. C.
20
17

10
14

..16

14
15
16
20

16
13
8

.067
.518
.533
.516
.448
.28G

for the Daily New
and get the news.

Subscribe

ill! Hie

,

1 4
4 10

Every mother feels

ft

and
Batteries Patten
Summers, Killian and Payne.
At Philadelphia
Cleveland
Philadelphia
N.
Butteries Chech and
Carter, Dygert and Schreck.
'.

Warner;
R. H. E.
1

0

3
2

0
2

Clarke;

Western League.
R. II. E.
At Omaha
6 8 1
Omaha
0 6 2
Des Moines
and
Batteries Ragan
Gunding;
Ford and Yeager.
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
2 8 3
Lincoln
5 11 3
Denver
Batteries Zackert, Johnson, and
Zinran, Olmstead and McDonongh.
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
11 15 1
Sioux City

Pueblo...,'

5

6

0

room

FOR RENT Two room cottage for
housekeeping. Walter Kraul, 1G0 Garcia Street.

a

4

!

I

FOR RENT Nine room, modern,
furnished house, Palace Ave. O. C.
Watson & Co.
FOR
SALE Established money
making business in Santa Fe. Address
C. M. care New Mexican.
FOR SALE A ruling machine in
good condition; will be sold cheap. ApMexican Printing
ply to the New
Company.
d

AGENTS Male
making big money
Swiss embroidered
silk shawls. Why
mailed on request.
way, N. Y.

and female are
selling my pronzee
waist patterns, and
not you? Catalogue
J. Gluck, 621 Broad-

The seals and record books for notaries public for sals by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates.
Seals for incorporated companies are also handled.
uan at or address the New Mexican
The New Mexican Printing company Printing company, Santa Fe, New
and Mexico.
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
It is a pity 10 see a person neglect
Incorporation laws, price 75 cents; of
the territorial road laws, price 50 Indications of kidney or bladder
cents; and ot the territorial mining trouble that may result in Brlght's dislaws, price 10 cents per copy. These ease when Foley's Kidney Remedy
correct
can be purchased by applying in per- will
and
irregularities
son or by mall at the office of the
strengthen these organs. Take Foley's
Kidney Remedy at the first sign of
danger. Sold at The Ireland's
Colds That Hang On.
Colds that hang on in the spring
the system, exhaust the Herewith are some bargains offered
deplete
nerves, and open the way for serious y the New Mexican Printing ComIllness. Take Foley's
Honey and pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Tar. It quickly stops the cough and Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
expels the cold. It Is safe and cer- bound, $1; paper bound, 75 tents; Mistain in results. Sold at The Ireland's souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code Pleadings, $6; the two for $10;
Pharmacy.
Adapted to New Mexico Code. Laws
The New Mexican Printing company Of New Mexico, 1899", 1201 and 1903.
has on hand a large supply of pads English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
and tablets suitable for school work, full leather. $3: Sheriff's Flexible
the desk, and also for lawyers and Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1 . 25 ;
merchants; good anywhere. We win two or more books, $1 each; New Mexsell them at five cents In book form. ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
.

can and get the news.

n
modern

& Co.

Crutcher
and Henry;
FOR SALE A second-hanstean
Shea, Fitzgerald, iMinner and Mitz.
boiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
American Association.
to the New Mexican Printing
At St. Paul St. Paul 6; Kansas
City 3.
At Columbus Columbus 3; LouisFOR SALE One
driving
ville 2.
one
horse;
saddle pony and
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 0; Minlight spring wagon. Walter Kraul,
neapolis 4.
100 Garcia Street.
At. Toledo Toledo 3; Indianapolis 2.

if

urea

FOR RENT Four
house. O. C. Watson

Batteries

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mttner'5 Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is net only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other, distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
mivui Rtkiucuu u vuuituwu iw liic critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in croleV'
J
says many who have used it. $i.oo per
If you want anything on earth try
bottle at drug stores.
Book containing
a New Mexican "ad."
valuable information of interest to all women, will
ha sent to anv address frM uaan annHcitia ta
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi

P1rMfo0li

J

2
1

Bow-erma-

2 6 1
Boston
1 7 2
St. Louis
Glaze and Criger; Graham and Spen

Corranoo

R. II. E.

National League,
R. H. E.
At Chicago
"Health Coffee" is really the closest
7 12 0
Chicago
Coffee Imitation ever yet produced.
1
7 0
Boston
This clever Coffee Substitute was re
Brown and Kllng; Young and
cently produced by Dr. Shoop of RaWis. Not a grain of real coffea
cine,
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
in it either. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee
5 10 0
Cincinnati
Is made from pure toasted grains,
2 7 .0
Philadelphia
with malt, nuts, etc. Really it would
Campbell and McLean; Richie anil fool an
expert who might drink It for
Dooin.
Coffee. No 20 or 30 minutes tedious
R.H.E.
At Pittsburg
boiling. "Made In a Minute" says the
3 9 2
Pittsburg'
Co.
doctor. Sold by Cartwrlght-Davl- s
5 7 3

When your" food seems to nauseate
take Kodol. Take Kodol now and until
you know you are right again. There Brooklyn
Camniz and Gibson; Wilhelm, Ruck-er- ,
Isn't any doubt about what it wilfdo
this
of
find
will
the
truth
and you
Mclntyre and Pergen.
statement verified after you have used
American League.
Kodol for a few weeks. It is sold here
At Boston
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
R.H.E.

v op

flLLARD.

111
Write today for a frea copy of viluable64-pa- e
jstnrted Book for Women. If you need Medical
Advice, describe your symptoms, stating age, and reply will be sentSn plain! sealed envelope,
Address: Ladies Advisory Dept. The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Term.

cer.
At Washington
Washington
Detroit

y

.

to 10, Inclusive. $3.30 each; Compila
tion Corporation Laws, 75 cents; Com

50
cents:
Laws.
pilation Mining
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; full list school
blanks.

STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
for the distribution of
of
and
the
the
short route to the
easy
advantage
grades
freight, having
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
is open. SurWholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-Of- f
rounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexfto. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard Is
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,..
Willard, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

111

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J.D. BARNES. Agent
CORRICK CARRIAGE CO.

Haek

iu

Line

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

SOCIAL ANDPERSONAL VETERANS THANK
DELEGATE ANDREWS
(Continued

No. 250 San Francisco Street
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market.
phone No. 49.

GOCES,

BAIS,

Tele- -

BUTCfjEfS!

From Page Five.)

Resolution
Very
Complimentary
Adopted at Recent Grand Army Encampment at Albuquerque.

The Enavant club met last Monday
afternoon with Mrs. H. C. Yontz. The
meeting opened with current events.
after which Mrs. G. H. Klnsell read an
excellent paper on "Civic Ileform." A
social which was to have been given
next Tuesday by the members, was
postponed until fall on account of so

The following very complimentary
resolution In acknowledgment of the
great services in securing several hundreds of pensions and increases of
pensions to deserving veterans of the
Civil and Spanish American wars, widows and orphans of such, were pass
ed at the recent annual encampment
of the Department of New Mexico of
the Grand Army of the Republic, it
being the 25th annual meeting of this
patriotic order, held in the city of Albuquerque. The resolution was passed
unanimously and speaks for itself It

There is neves a question as to
the absolute purity and health-fulneof food raised with

ss

much sickness in town.
G. W. Bond, of Trinidad, Colorado,
still headquarters. Always everything
to be had In beef, pork, mutton, veal, who is interested in mercantile establishments at Espanola, Estancia and
fresh fish and poultry.
other towns in New Mexico and who
has been looking after his business
WASHED FIGS.
interests at Estancia, arrived in the
Our fresh figs in yellow cartons are city last night and was registered at
carefully cleansed and then carefully the Palace hotel. Mr. Bond returned
packed In dust proof cartons. "These to Estancia this afternoon.
reads:
figs retain their natural shape, never
J. H. Fulmer, Jr., secretary and
"Albuquerque, N. M., May 9, 1908.
GRAPE JUICE.
having been thumbed or stretched as treasurer of the Eagle Mining and "Hon. W. H. Andrews, M .&,
and con- are the layer figs. Genuine Smyrna Milling company in the Parsons disGrape juice is
"Washington, D. C,
tains unchanged the sugar of the figs of the finest flavor. Per carton, 25 trict, Lincoln county,
Sir:
accompanied by
"Dear
grape as well as the acids and salts. cents.
his two brothers, L. D. Fulmer and N.
resolution was unan,The
following
This renders It nutritious and thirst
M. Fulmer, all of Mishawaka, Indiana,
imously
adopted
by the twenty-fift- h
MONSOON
PRESERVES.
quenching.
Especially valuable tor
have spent part of the week here in annual
of the New Mexifor convalescents from fevers, etc. It
consultation wi'h Colonel George W. co G. A.encampment
sent to you:
R.
and
ordered
sustains the strength with out unduly
These are made from fresh whole Prichard, the attorney of the company
The poisonous nature of alum is
of this
thanks
the
That
"Resolved,
suthe
A
fruit
of the best quality and pure
mild
Increasing
temperature.
and also looking over probable Investwell known that the sale of
so
laxative It is desireable for persons gar, nothing else. They are packed In ments in this city. They will leave department encampment are
and whiskey con
condiments
to
tendered
25
are
of sedentery habits.
due
No
and
solder.
Per tin
hereby
sanitary tins.
Monday for the Eagle mining proper- ently
is
it
prohibited by law.
taining
our delegate to Congress, Hon. W. H.
Welch's Concord juiee, pints 30 cents. Strawberry, Jierry, red rasp ties where
they will remain probably 'Andrews,
and
for his noble
patriotic
cents; $3 a dozen; Angelus, Muscatel berry and pineapple.
several weeks. They are very pleasant
services1 In behalf of the Union solor Zinfandel, 30 cents per pint, $2.75
In buying baking powder examine the
and
are
gentleman
highly pleased
we
and
Mexico
New
of
residents
FANCY TEAS.
diers,
per dozen.
with Santa Fe and enjoyed their visit
label and take only a brand shown
Under this name Chase & Sanborn greatly.
sincerely accord him our heartfelt apto be made with cream of tartar.
AN OLIVE SNAP.
preciation and gratitude for his tirepack four flavors or varieties of extra
interto
ever further the
less efforts
We have secured a few dozen fifty high grade toa in
pound
est and welfare of our comrades of
cent size Spanish Queen olives which sealed canisters. See that the seal is
we can offer at thirty-fiv- e
New Mexico and all veterans of the
cents per not broken. We sell all at the uniform
cents.
Civil, Indian and Spanish wars.
jar. Ask for the "N" brand. This is a price of thirty-fiv- e
(Continued From Page Four.)
delicateis
,"WM. M. BERGER,
FANCY
Formosa
Oolong
bargain.
V.L
."W. B. BRUNTON,
ly fragrant of fine bouquet and flavor
All trains are reported on time this
"JACOB WELTMER,
FANCY Ceylon and India is an exquiPINEAPPLES.
evening.
must give attention to first. He was
"Committee on Resolutions. GOVERNOR BACK
Only a few dozen of those 25 cent site blending of Golden Tip Ceylon
H. W. Romero and Juan D. Garcia,
cans of pineapple left. They still go at and Darjeeling India.
FROM
WASHINGTON
very
submitted,
glad to return and to be again
"Respectfully
of Villanuevo,
San Miguel county
20 cents per No. 2 tin
at home. He is fighting a severe cold
FANCY English Breakfast.is of the
G. CALDWELL,
"J.
were among
and today's
contracted at Washington just before
best high grown leaf and in nie cup is visitors in theyesterdays
(Continued From Page One.),
"Post Assistant Quartermaster Gen- came to
Capital.
They
he left for the West. While at Washof surpassing richness and fullness of
FRESH MEATS.
Mexico
New
of
ieral,
Department
Archof
the
attend
the late
obsequies
For high grade fresh meats we are flavor.
concerning the admission of the ter- ington he made several trips into the
Grand Army of the Republic."
bishop Peter Bourgade.
country surrounding, visiting many
ritory as a state.
Rev. J. W. Purcell, pastor of the
to statehood at places of historical interest.
points
"Everything
Presbyterian church will preach a BIG CROWD GOING
the next session of Congress," stated
special memorial day sermon at the
Governor
Curry. "We have with us SAYS EVIDENCE IS
ON EXCURSION
evening services tomorrow at this
STRONG AGAINST FARR
four-fifth-s
of the members of
fully
church. These will be union services.
favorall
is
we
and
need
a
Congress
Carleton Post No. 1, Grand Army of Special Train of Seven Coaches Will able
Captain Fred Fornoff of the terrireport from the committees.
Leave Promptly at 8 O'Clock No
the Republic, and the Woman's Relief
torial
mounted police, who returned
inwho
Senator
has
been
Beveridge,
AND
Rain at Albuquerque.
Corps will attend in a body. All are
clined to withhold a favorable report, yesterday from Raton, where he had
cordially invited.
is falling in line. The press of the been in charge of the posse In the
Tomorrow morning promptly at 8 entire
Reports received today from many
country is favoring us and when chase of the suspected $35,000 express
conpoints over the territory are to the o'clock a special excursion train
Senator Beveridge and Representa- robbers at French station last week
effect that a general rain has fallen. sisting of seven coaches and carrying tive Hamilton look over the terri- was successful in placing under arThe storm belt extends from Trinidad, over four hundred passengers will tory we may rest assured that they rest Henry Farr, of Springer, as a
Colorado, to El Paso, Texas. A light leave over the Santa Fe railway for will return to Washington next fall suspect. Captain Fornoff, said to a repALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
rain fell in the western portion of the Albuquerque, where a hotly contest- favorable to immediate action giving resentative of the New Mexican today
in
Reports from the Estancia ed baseball game will be played
to us what we have been entitled to that the preliminary hearing of Farr
OUDROW'S OFFICF BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 territory.
Salmon
between
.the
afternoon
the
will take place at Raton on Thursday
valley say that a heavy rain fell there
for some time.
Residence, Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
of next week at which time In the
especially in the vicinity of Mcintosh Grays of this city and the Barelas
a
Statehood
Joint
Issue.
Dead
where one inch of rain fell last night Grays of the Duke City.
opinion of Captain Fornoff, enough
"Joint statehood is a dead Issue and evidence can be produced against the
land it continued raining throughout Manager Edward Ehle received a
the morning. Rain began falling in dispatch from Albuquerque this after- one seldom hears it mentioned in prisoner to bind him over, to the next
Santa Fe yesterday evening and con- noon saying that the rain did not Washington. It may be that Congress term of the district court. According
authorize a junket- to the statement of Captain Fornoff, it
tinued until noon today. The down- reach that city and the grounds will will, by resolution,
of the two is
the
members
by
ing
trip
alleged that Farr planned the robpour came as a Godsend as in some be in good shape for the ball players. committees of
House
the
Senate
and
and
fail
without
was
will
it
needed.
bery, engaged the horses and was the
The train
leave
portions
greatly
on territories to New Mexico this fall.
those who intend to go should speak
ring leader of the gang.
Anthracite Furnace,
Cerrlllos Lump,
accommodations1 tonight. The up Anyway Senator Beveridge and Reprefor
Monero Lump,
terBAD DAY FOR
Smithing Coal,
town ticket office of the Santa Fe will sentative Hamilton will make the
GERMAN STEAMER ASHORE
visit.
a
ritory
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Anthracite Mixed,
OFF NEW JER8EY COAST.
STOCK MARKET be open until ten o'clock tonight in
"Delegate Andrews Is one of the
order to give an opportunity to all to
New York, May 23. The German
General Demoralization Caused By Un- purchase their tickets and to ex- busiest men in Washington and he
change their coupons for regular tic- seems to be a never tiring worker for steamer Hornsee from Cuba with a
loading of Securities of All
Near A. T., & S. F. Depot.
Phone No. 35, Office Garfield Avenue,
kets. The regular tickets can also be New Mexico's interests. In fact every cargo of sugar is ashore on Brigan-tin- e
Kinds.
secured at Ehle and Montenie's pool member of Congress is busy at this
Shoals, off the coast of New Jertime in order that desired legislahall.
New York,
sey, according to a dispatch received
May 23. General
tion may be enacted before adjourn- by wlreles telegraph today. Life savaccompanied by the unMany ladies are going with the
ers have gone to the crew's rescue.
restrained selling of securities, caused special train. Two coaches reserved ment.
"It goes without saying that PresiThe Hornsee is hard and fast on a
today's stock market to be the weak- for the ladies and their escorts and
The Largest Stock of
The Most Interesting
est since the panic last fall. The pro- perfect order will be kept during the dent Roosevelt will favor statehood for sand bar. Its is lying in an easy posiMexican Drawn Work,
fessed motive for most of the seL'-entire trip. The Elks' band will ac- New Mexico. I had an interview with tion but the life savers think part
Collection of Indian
Indian Blankets fnd
was the inference drawn from the gv V company the excursionists and will the President just before I started of her' cargo of sugar will have to he
home but it was more on personal lightened before she can be floated.
eminent suit against the Ne. furnish the music on the train.
Hligree Jewelry in
Curios in Santa Fe.
matters and territorial business and
the United States.
York, New Haven and Hartford
The Salmon Grays have a strong I
do not feel at liberty to divulge WEEKLY
railroad company for violation of the line-u- p
STATEMENT OF
and they will go to the Duke
what he said concerning statehood.
anti-trus- t
law. All semblance of supCLEARING H USE BANK3.
tomorrow's
confident of winning
City
Statehood is Assured.
New York, May 23. The clearing
port disappeared from the market to- game.
We sell to all parts of this country and our
"All that we need in order to be- house banks for the week shows that
day. Union Pacific slumped 6
mail order business is greater than that of any
come one of the union of states is the banks hold $56,485,375 more than
points, Southern Pacific five, Reading
Missouri Pacific 3
the ALBUQUERQUE GETS
and
a favorable report from the commit- the requirements of the 25 per cent
four,
other establishment in our line in the world.
f 30,000 FOR CONGRESS
tees on the territories and this we will reserve rule. This Is a decrease of
general list from 1 to 3 points. Some
feverish rallies showed the eagerness
get next fall I am sure. All our old $8,121,875 in the proportionate cash reThe following telegram received friends are with us still and we are serve as
of the bears to take advantage of the
compared with the previous
Best Collect on of Post Cards
Lowest Pi ices
is
week.
profit on the short side but the clos- from Washington today
gaining new ones right along."
At Las Vegas, Governor
ing was demoralized.
Curry
YOU ARE WELCOME TO LOOK AROUND
"Washington, D. C, May 23, 1908.
was interviewed by a representative DEADLOCK OVER ELECTION
"Hon. Max Frost, Santa Fe, New Mex- of the Optic and asked his views as
OF METHODIST BISHOP
BEST KNOWN COMEDIAN
ico:
to the Republican candidate for deleIN UNITED STATES DEAD
"The conferees of the Senate and gate to ongress. He stated that he Baltimore, Md., May 23. No- - elecChicago, May 23. Peter F. Dailey, House have agreed to give the city did not at this time wish to be quoted tion again was the result of the eighth
ballot for bishops which was announcone of the best known comedians in of Albuaueraue thirty thousand dol on this subject.
the United States, died today at the lars for the expenses of the Interna-- ! The governor has given up his pro- ed at the eneral conference of the M.
Auditorium Hotel. He had been ill tion Irrigation Congress and Exposi- posed trip to Douglas, Arizona, as Methodist Episcopal church this morn-in3
San Francisco Street
Santa Fe, N. M.
A ninth ballot immediately fol- -'
there is too much official business
about a week with a combination of tion.
ANDREWS."
him
his
lowed.
office
which
H.
in
"W.
he
.
awaiting
and
pneumonia.
lumbago
grippe,
RIPE OLIVES.
Ripe olives are healthful and nutri
tlous.
oil by
They are one-thir- d
volume. We are now offering them In
three sizes:. Pints, 25 cent3; quarts,
40 cents; gallons,
All packed in
tin. Tin preserves them from the action of sunlight which Is very Injurious.
$1-2-

non-alchol-

0?

BANDS POtifDEB
A pure, cream of tartar powder

Its fame is world wide
No alum; no phosphate of lime

'

'

pre-emin- -;

one-fourt- h

Minor City Topics.

U U

DUPROW & IM)NTEN1E
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse

COAL s WOOD
C A.PITAL COAL YABD

1-- 8

5-- 8

at

Tne Orimnal Old Cnrio Store

J

301-30-

S.

Candelario Prop.

til

g.

JOHN.R

DROGGI

Announces that ZOOK'S Pharmacy is located on the West side of the Plaza.
Drugs, Chemicals, Sundries, Patent Aledicines, Toilet Articles, Soda Water, Candy and Cigars.
Superior Drugs and Chemicals are Used m the Prescription Department

I

Phone 213.

Phone 213

i
ft'
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OANTA.
tions and companionships
which
have done so much to make our
school or college days a period of social pleasure Instead of being called
'ending day' or 'termination day' or
'final day' or 'culmination day,' should
everywhere and in all institutions of
learning be known as 'Commencement
Day'. It seems like a contradiction in
terms.
The Meaning of Commencement Day.
"But when we think of it a moment,
we see that the name is well chosen
In order to emphasize the idea that
this Is the day which Is the turning
point in our career; when having, to
a great extent, ended the work of
preparation, we are now about to commence the real labors and responsibilities of life. Down to this period
we have been under
the care and
tutelage of others. Teachers and professors have controlled our course of
study and have done what tney could
to fit us to be launched upon the sea
of life. The real responsibilities of
manhood have not yet been forced
upon us. But with commencement
day all this is changed. It Is the commencement of a new life; of new conditions. Henceforth, while the work
of education never ceases until we
die, yet It Is to be under our own
direction, and of our own volition. In
whatever direction It Is carried on,
we must be Its guides ourselves. With
this day the formal preparation for
engaging in the active duties of life
ends, and with it commences the actual use of the knowledge and the
experience which it has been the object of that preparation to give us.
"In short it is the commencement of
our career as Men!
"And I congratulate you that you
are graduating from this particular
Institution, because Its history from
the beginning has been one of distin- -

TERM JUST CLOSED MOST

(Continued From Page One.)
The cadet band rendered splendid
music. 'Many flowers were presented
to the graduates. The hall was packed and
Prince made a
splendid Impression on Roswell people. The subject of his1 address was
"American Manhood." The address
follows in full:
Commencement Address.
"I congratulate you very earnestly,
young men of the graduating class, on
your arrival In life's journey at this
commencement day; and I greet you
with hearty welcome Into the great
universal society of men.
"I have purposely refrained in this
opening salutation from the use of
the term generally employed in addressing such bodies the word 'Gentlemen', and have substituted what I
consider the stronger and nobler term
'Men;' because I wish at the outset
to emphasize the dignity, and Importance, and the responsibility of American manhood, which is the key note
of the words that I wish to speak to
you today.
"God forbid that I should in any de-

gree depreciate the

characteristics

implied
by the word 'Gentleman.'
They are not only important but essential to high character, and are
fruits of
among the most gracious
civilization
The
and refinement.
courtesy, the unselfishness, the chlv-- 1
airy, the purity and nobility of thought
and speech and action, the spirit of
'Noblesse Oblige' of the true gentle

I

J
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BARRACKS TO BE ERECTED
world, to add by your work to
good name of your Alma Mater.
"There is always a pleasure and

the

PAGE

DURING

SUMMER

classes of your voters, than ever be- do It; and there should be no suris to be measured by any fore.
prise f.'lt when our taxes are high,
and when corruption and ignorance
,such mere numerical standard.
Immigration That is a Menace.
in addressing young men,
characterize official life. We are our
"You go out into the world with
which is not afforded by any other peculiar advantages of training and
"For many years, those coming to own governors, and whatever be the
to
audience, not only because they are culture; and wherever you are, if" you our shores from abroad were of a result, we have only ourselves
exbut
cannot
Hut
we
blame.
to
or
of
resolve,
full
high
receptive and
worthily fulfill your mission, you will character to add to the strength of the praise
because of their prospective iower naturally, as exerience is added to nation. But recently the influx has pect any government to stand which
in these advantages, become lenders of come
is willfully or carelessly left in the
and influence in the community
largely from localities whore
he
if
control
of those who are unfit to adthat
feels
One
live.
which they
men.
long oppression has bred a spirit of
minister
can say a word that will influence
it, or whose only interest in
vi"Hence you have devolved u)on you opposition to law, of anarchy and
life is self interest, of the
effect
their ideas or their careers, the
not only the duties and resonsibilit-ie- s olence, utterly repugnant to American political
to
most
sordid
pecuniary type.
years
endure
throughout long
may
of the ordinary citizen, but of the ideas and subversive of all good govwe
see men of standard, of income.
"When
conInfluential citizen. You have the pow- ernment. These bad elements
or
of education, men
"In an audience of middle age, al- er which culture and
of
talent,
in
districts
tegrity,
the
congested
position bring, gregate
controlmost everyone has fixed
opinions, and you are responsible for the use of our great cities, forming foreign com- like yourselves,
gentlemen,
which cannot be changed; settled hab- that iower. The law is universal that munities of themselves, which know ling at primary meetings and composwe
need
its of thought and almost insurmount- 'from him to whom much is given, nothing of our institutions, are im- ing political conventions,
able walls of prejudice have to be en- much shall be required.
possible to be assimulated and Ameri- have no fears for the republic.
Hut there are multitudes of other
mencountered; the collisions and conflicts
"It will not do for the man who has canized, and remain a constant
the disappointments and misfortunes, talent and education to rest satisfied ace to good government and good or- ways in which you can exercise for
or the weariness and anxieties of life because he does as
of this new dan- good your newly acquired American
much as his neigh- der. The magnitude
have in many cases produced a hard- bor who
be
may
appreciated when we re- manhood.
neither of these ele- ger
ness and selfishness of feeling which ments of possess
member that even in Chicago, which
Assert Your Manhood.
power.
we are apt to look upon as a typical
outwelghts considerations of public
"In
these
a
be
creditable
"What
days there are societies
might
highly
American city, less than one quarter
spirit or civic duty; and so the speak- and honorable
and organizations for an almost inof
duty
performance
chances
the
feel
that
cannot
er
but
of the imputation Is American by birth
1 canfinite
are small for any good result for his by that less fortunate neighbor, would Besides all this, there seems to be in not variety of good purposes.
time to iwrtlcularize; but I
take
a
in
his
be
case,
disgracefully
meager
words.
many places a lowering of the stand- would
urge in a general way, that you
"But the young man graduating and inadequate return for the advant- ards of official responsibility and hondo your full share in all of this work
liossessed.
ages
from an institution of learning, who
or, and too often the absence of high
"The parable of the talents is as patriotic sentiment as a source of po- which looks to the well being and
has spent years in equipping himself
of the community; and the
for the battle of life, and now starts true today as when It was ffrst spok- litical action, and the substitution of a uplifting
care
of
those
who are in sickness,
on its threshold, ready and eager to en, and you will recollect that it was sordid selfishness which argues ill for
need or any other adversity.
not
for
for
his
in
commence his actual participation
hiding
using the Republic.
talent,
"You owe it to your locality to aid
its concerns, always means to do right, it at all (not for its perversion or mis"It is unnecessary to dwell on these jin all that will bring it increased proswas
servant
and Is ambitious to use his years in use) that the unfaithful
matters. We deplore them but we can-mo- t perity and add to its attractions and
the world for the general benefit of consigned to outer darkness.
ignore their existence, and they ;to the happiness of its people.
And there never has been a time
humanity.
jwill surely confront you as you enter
"You owe it to humanity to leave
"I doubt If there was ever a young when there was a greater need for the
man(upon the duties of American
undone which will relieve
nothing
man, so situated, who had a deliber- full and conscientious performance of hood. You cannot avoid or evade them.
and lessen the sorrows of
suffering,
ate Intention to follow evil ways, or to the duties of the citizen than now. "Let me urge you then to fulfill
life to the unfortunate. And you owe
injure his fellow men, or even selfish- There never was a country where the
duty of citizenship. It is not nec jit to yourselves to uplift your hearts
ly to work for himself alone. It is the cultivated classes were more distinct- essary to hold office, though
those land keep your souls refreshed by the
charm of youth, It is the day of ly called on to meet their obligations adapted
to
service should practical exercise of those divine sen
that
high resolve, of noble aspiration and and resiKHisibllities as citizens, than answer the calj when It comes. But. timents of
benevolence, charity and
of a diire to
in the United Stntes-toda- v
tho wm-lihora r
lanty f other wnys in love which never fail to bring a
.t.
and happier from having lived in
This may not be so obvious as in which to pcomote civic and political double blessing.
"And with a whole lifetime before past times, when some
question of righteousness.
"Naturally you will seek various
you, when by the aid of steam and overwhelming importance, like that of
walks in life. Every man is especially
of
the
hands
those
"By
upholding
more
a
a
month
is
than
electricity,
the extension of slavery or the preserendowed by nature for some particuyear of olden time, what a future of vation of the nation was presented to who are right and fearlessly denounc- lar career, and fortunate Is he who
undo
who
those
ing
By
wrong.
refusing
opportunity Is presented in which to the people; but for that very reason
to vote for any improper man no mat- derstands that to which his talents
make of those aspirations accomplish- there was less
danger then of the
ter what party name he bears; and best adapt him, and follows the line
ed facts!
of public duty.
thus
out. It is a blessed thine
i
thus forcing the
party lead- that apointed
"In such momentous
man's
business should be that
Quality Not Quantity That Counts.
times, with ers
to
nominate
none
but
which yields pleasure as well as sup
"The number of these whom I ad- clear cut Issues, the spirit of patriot- those
who
doare worthy.
By
port.
dress as graduates tonight may not ism did not require high education or ing your duty
as
citizens, in
"The range of professions and occu
be very large. But influence and ac- culture to guide it aright.
seeing that only the best and fittest
"But the issues that are before the are placed In nomination; for the con- pations Is wider than ever before, but
complishments are not reckoned
by
numbers. A pound of gold outranks people now require not only patriotism vention and the primary meeting are in each there is a chance for Ameri
In value tons of sand or even of more but the higher order of intelligence practically the sources of power. The can manhood.
"Time was when the three
useful coal; it is quality not quantity, and education for their correct solu- world is full of useless, careless peothat rules In this world. A Franklin, a tion. Almost all of them are new to ple, who complain bitterly because learned professors stood apart from
Morse or an Edison has done more this country and many are products of the candidates nominated are not of other occupations; but that time has
The Industrial Professions,
for the world's progress than a whole industrial and social conditions which the best, but who never gave an passed.
the
branches1 of engineering,
various
of
million
in
or
are
in
India
modern
hour's
and never
time to the meetings where
generation
essentially
China. The genius of one man made have had to be met and solved in any those nominations were made. Such architecture and the multitude of sub
France the master of Europe. The el- land. To meet them wisely we need people deserve to suffer. Of one thing divisions which are creatures of this
oquence or the wisdom or the tact of the highest statesmanship and most we may be certain; if good men stay specializing age, are perhaps the most
a single Individual makes him the patriotic spirit. More than all, we from the primaries, bad men will con- popular at present; while all the oth
er branches of industry mercantile,
leader of thousands; in every com- need general intelligence and loyally trol them; if those who own
s
or
agricultural h av
of the property and lwssess mechanical
munity it is talent and education to American Institutions among the
been raised to the scientific level. In
which control more force of numbers. great body of the people. Yet while
of the intelligence in
"You do not enter the arena of lite we have to encounter new dangers, the community choose to remain at all, there is ample room for American
as simply a dozen or twenty units, in some respects we are more poorly home and let others govern them,
amid millions of population.
Continued On Page Ten
prepared in the character of certain those others will be perfectly ready to
Neither your power nor your
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L. BRADFORD PRINCE.

Who Delivered the Commencement
man, are most beautiful and attractive traits of human character; to
fall below this exalted standard of excellence Is a grievous fault, and I
take it for granted that every graduate
of this Institution will sustain unsullied the character of 'gentleman' to his
life's end. But yet, to my mind, there
is a greater strength and dignity and
comprehensiveness in the simple but
emphatic term 'Man,' especially when
we are considering in a broad way
the opportunities, the duties, and the
responsibilities which American man
hood implies in this day and generation. And so I greet you today as
American Young Men.
"I wish to impress the idea, so far
as I can, that this day is a turning
point in your lives, in which you
cease to be essentially learners, and
become actors in the field of the
world's activities. St. Paul, speaking
of himself says: 'When I was a child
I spake as a child, I understood as a
child, I thought as a child; but when
I became a man I put away childish
things.' Now, the students of this institution are scarcely 'children' as we
usually employ the word, but yet in
the sense of being learners and under
the guidance of those of greater age,
the term is not inappropriate; just
as in law everyone who has not attained twenty-on- e
years is called an
'Infant'; but today you emerge into
the full dignity and power and potentiality of manhood, and of that best
and highest type of manhood, American Manhood.
"This is Commencement Day at this
institution of learning.
"In my younger years I often used
to wonder why the day which is the
last of the session of a school or a
college, which appears last on its program of the year's scholastic work,
which is looked forward to by young
men and young women as the end
of the time devoted to their education, and is ardently longed for because it is the termination of a period
of mental labor; which, in short, is
the culmination of the work and the
study, of the hopes and aspirations
of years which have been devoted to
the labor of preparing ourselves for
the active duties of life; why this day,
which is the end of all these things
and the termination of the assocla- .

Address to Graduating Class.
guished success. I naturally feel a
special interest in its progress and
reputation because the legislative act
which made it a territorial institution
received my signature as governor, on
the 23d of September, 1893, and I had
the pleasure of appointing the first
board of regents one of whom, Hon.
Nathan Jaffa, served without intermission for almost a decade and a
half, until called to a high official
position, and was for years president
of the board. Even before that, it had
achieved a most enviable reputation
under its original principal, Colonel
Goss, who was remarkably fitted as
an educator of young men, and who
had succeeded by the simple attraction of his personality, in bringing
students from distant localities to
the reRoswell, notwithstanding
moteness and insolation of this place,
which was then 80 miles distant from
the nearest railroad. And it has been
singularly fortunate from that day to
this in the character of its superintendents and instructors, the excellence and success of the administration of Colonel Willson having gained
increased public recognition year by
year.
Graduates

nine-tenth-

$

-

Holding
Responsible
Positions.

These facts have done much to give
to the Military Institute its present
high reputation, so that you may well
be proud, wherever you are, to count
yourselves among its alumni. Its graduates are proving by their success in
life the practical value of the education received within these walls and
each year extends the sphere of
recent
a
On
their usefulness.
visit to Washington, I found one in a
position in tha Capitol;
responsible
but a few days ago on calling at the
headquarters of the forestry service
In New Mexico, I found another in
charge of that office; I know of one
In a very Important position in an
Eastern state having been transplanted from the Rocky mountains to
the Alleghenies; and there is an increasing number, as the years pass,
upholding the reputation of the Institute in ever widening fields of business activity or Intellectual Influence.
And now you are to go out into the
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out It, a man is but an animal, and
TERM JUST CLOSED MOST
SUCCESSFUL IN HISTORY. a very poor animal at that; for all
Somenoble animals are ambitious.
times we hear ambition called a fault.
(Continued from Page Nine.)
True ambition Is the highest virtue;
manhood, to develope itself, and Its an dthe greatest stimulant to effort
chosen field. The particular calling Is and success. If there is a young man
not so essential, If only It he congen- in this class who Is not filled with
ial, as the spirit that Is brought to its high ambition, the territory has simwork. Absolute integrity, unceasing ply thrown away its money on this Inreasonable intelligence, stitution so far as he Is concerned.
application,
combined with the courage, grit and For what is ambition? It Is simply a
perseverance that belong to Ameri- desire to excell an ardent longing to
can manhood, will win respect and attain the highest excellence, to stand
gain success anywhere; and time will at the head in one's profession or bussoon move you steadily on to the head iness. It is the motive power which,
of the column in your chosen pursuit has induced invention and stimulated
"But do not be in too great haste. Do enterprise, and produced the highest
not try to push any worthy man from results in painting and sculpture and
hia position. Do not try to rise by music.
"Of course there may be a perverted
Apart
trampling on your neighbor.
from the miserable selfishness of such ambition or an inordinant ambition;
action, it has not even the excuse of but so any virtue can be exaggerated
or perverted into voice.
For one, I
being necessary.
Positions Always Seek the Man.
hope that everyone of you young men
come soon is filled with ambition. I believe you
"Opportunities will
come
enough. They
altogether too are; with a noble ambition to succeed
soon for the Indolent and the unpre in making the most of yourselves and
doing the most for the world. And I
pared.
"Look around you in the world. The say, "God speed! and may all success
Life Is necessarily a
higher positions are all held by men attend you."
of mature age who have worked up- struggle, and if there were not a goal
ward with the passing years. Twenty in view, few would endure the toll
years hence who will occupy those and the hardship.
same places? Every one will be a new
"And lastly, I congratulate you that
man who has been selected to fill the for the exercise of the power and
vacancy. These changes are Inevitable influence of your American manhood,
in this mortal world. They are as
you find yourself in this territory of
as fate. Every death, every re- New Mexico and at this crucial point
tirement, causes a vacancy. It has to in Its history.
be filled. The aspirant need not seek
"You have a goodly heritage. No part
it. Those who control it will be eager- of earth is so full of natural resources
ly seeking the best man to fill it. They or presents such an inviting field for
are far more anxious to find some one enterprise. Many things have delayed
competent and reliable, the very best Its progress; a succession of accidents
man available, than any candidate and gross injustice have delayed its
can be for the position.
But
you
right to self government.
"What then, is your proper course come on the stage of action just when
of action? In whatever business or the old is to give place to the new,
position you may be, it Is to perform and development and prosperity can
your present duties to their full ex- be no longer postponed.
"The majority of those who graduattent, and to prepare yourself to fill
the higher position when it is vacant. ed tonight are representative New
That time is sure to come; it is for Mexicans. Some of you bear names
you to be ready. If you are the most which for long years have been hi
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capacity he served until his
death.
The first board of regents, who employed a superintendent and arranged for the opening of the school, was
composed of the following gentlemen:
John W. Poe, E. A. Cahoon, R. S. Hamilton and J. 0. Cameron. The first su
perintendent was Colonel James G.
Meadors. The regents insisted that the
and
school be started
maintained
along broad lines, that it might be
made a school for the entire territory
and In no wise a local institution for
"HZ) YijV
Roswell. Colonel Meadors was an ed
and a
ucator of much experience
The school was
splendid promoter.
filled to overflowing during the first
session. The success of the Institution
was so great during this first year
that the board determined to cut off
day students before the opening of
the second session, thereby making
and
the' institute strictly military
never
which
had
venturing something
been attempted by a school in the
Southwest.
Many predicted that the school
could not exist, unless it depended
In
largely upon local day students.
view of the fact that distances are
CADET H. H. CAKE.
great in this country, it did seem as
(Captain Company C.)
though the regents were undertaking
something that would be hard to consummate. However, the plan met with
the approval of the people and the the same time, it maRes an excellent
Then,
by limiting the
barracks was filled to overflowing battalion.
with strictly boarding students. A new school to this number each officer and
building was Immediately erected and professor has an opportunity to become thoroughly familiar with the inthis was also filled.
"
dividual cadet, which is considered
a
as
school
of
the
The success
Institute
very beneficial in educational work.
fully
CADET N. T. ARMIJO.
being
strictly military
Although the school has not been
demonstrated in this, the second year
(Captain Company 8.)
of its existence, it was determined to able to grow in numbers within the
enlarge the plant and to work toward past few years, it has by no means
General
History, the lines laid down by the older mili- been at a standstill. During this period
widdie, Guy Mayes, W. H. Jones, F. Lawrence, English,
G.
W.
W. "Wolff.
Scheerer,
Geography;
tary schools in the eastern states. the course of study has neen raised
Physical
Algebra,
English,
Geography;
Money was saved and new buildings and the requirements of admission
Physical
To be Corporals
Unasslgned.
Latin.
M.
C.
Martin, English,
added, until at present the school at made more exacting. It is the object
R. R. Forkner, W. P. Lewis, Jr., T. A.
the end of its tenth yea?, has a splen- of the school to seek for quality in
L.
A.
G. McHenry,
M.
Stoncliff, Jr.,
Preparatory Department.
didly equipped Plant of nine build new cadets, and thereby improve the
atMajor, W. G. Walz, Jr., W. Hill, J. E.
The following are those who
personnel of the corps.
,
;
Matchin, H. Hubbard, W. M. Baird, J. tained the highest honors on an aver- ings.
When the institute was first open
L. Miller, Edward Carroll, C. C. Fraley,
Cadets
of
Unsurpassed.
Corps
age of all studies for the session:
to students, it had but four officers
ed
P. Gallegos; I. Gallegos, R. C. Oliver,
Alfredo Lucero, First Honor and
are
of
which
cadets
It has a corps
instructors. Now,: the faculty is
and
R. M. Holmes, H. E. Kilburn, G. C.
not surpassed by any Institution of
Scholarship.
of eleven officers and In
composed
Garrett, C. W. Ijams, T. J. Pearson,
its size in the United States. For the
2. J. D. Colthorp.
all of whom are graduates
W. P. Saunders, G. W. Scheerer, G.
structors,
been
150
have
cadets
three
past
Fritz Voorhees.
years,
M. Brown, W. T. Snyder, E. G. Sweeadmitted each session. Owing to the from the very best. Eastern colleges.
Martin Conroy.
ney, W. R. Wade, Borrow, Lawfact that many more applied for ad- Two of these officers are retired from
George Rosenfeld.
Martin Con-rorence, G. Houghton,
mission than could be provided quart- the United States Army and two are
Teodoro Roybal.
David Thompson.
graduates from the Virginia Military
The following is a list of those who ers, the authorities have been afford
disHighest Honors in Academic Depart- attained distinction in one or more ed an opportunity to cut out undesir Institute, a school which has the
to
of
second
West
tinction
ranking
ment.
the
able material and to improve
studies:
havcourse of study until the school Is at Point in the United States, also of
The following are the cadets who atWilliam Archenheld, Spelling; J. D.
more
in
as
officers
the
graduates
tained the highest honors, the averby all the leading ing
American present recognized high-graaof
outside
other
than
Algebra
Colthorp,
school
Englisa,
any
army
e
universities as a
preparaage being based on all studies for the
U. S. Military Academy.
the
History, Physiology; Martin Conroy,
is
also
school.
session:
It
recognized by
American History, Spelling; tory
1. C. C. Fraley, first honor
Regents.
and English,
the war department as being one, of
L.
H.
Jack Garrett, English;
Higday, the
Institutes of the
The Board of Regents of the .New
scholarship.
leading
military
English, American
History; Alfredo country. Two years ago, it was inspect Mexico Military Institute is at present
2. T. A. Stancliff, Jr.
American
Lucero,
Algebra,
English,
3. C. A. Rowley.
.
ed by two officers of the army, and composed of the following gentlemen:
History, Spelling; George Rosenfeld,
3. W. M. Baird.
their report, was placed in class Hon. E. A. Cahoon, cashier of the
upon
AlEnglish, Spelling; Teodoro Roybal,
3. C. W. Ijams.
At the present t,me tnere are First National bank, Roswell, presi
"A".
William
Spelling;
gebra, English,
6. J. L. Hubbell.
only sixteen schools In the United dent; Hon. W. G. Hamilton, Roswell,
David
Stevenson,
Thompson,
English;
6. Wyly Parsons.
have the distinction of vice president; Hon. J. Phelps White,
American History; F. J. Vorhees, Eng- States which
'
6. E. L. Overholser.
this class. ;
in
Roswell, treasurer; Hon. William M.
being
placed,
lish, American History, Spelling.
6. M. A. Hall.
The buildings are located op a beau- Atkinson, Roswell, secretary and Hon.
6. O. W. Snhperer.
tiful forty' acre tract of mesa land in W. A. Finlay, Carlsbad. The board is
The following is a list of those who BRIEF HISTORY OF
the northern suburb of the city of Ros- composed of leading citizens, all of,
are recognized as broad-mindeattained distinction in one or more
MILITARY INSTITUTE well. The, land is fertile and Is at pres- whomconservative
and
studies:
business men. They
shade
of
ent covered ,wlth hundreds
L. E. Armijo, Spanish; H. H. Cake,
affairs
of the school
administer
the
trees
The
and
buildings
plots.
grass
The New Mexico Military Institute
Commercial Arithmetic; J. L. Hub'
In regular order and the along lines which Insure its success
are
assembled
was
of
an
act
established
the
legby
bell, Analytic Geometry; E. J, Monto-ya- , islative
and are careful to employ only gentleAssembly of New Mexico, whole, presents the appearance of an men as.
ChemisM.
G.
Paden, Jr.,
Spanish;
,!posfc.-officers, in order to be sure
not
is
the
army
Although,
plant
passed in 1893, which provided for the
try; Wyly Parsons, Analytic Geome- lnnHiTi nf a mlUtarw .eTiAnl at ros. large enough to admit as many cadets that their wishes are respected. The
try, Chemistry, French; R. C. Dow, well, but no annrnnriatinn was made as the authorities would like. to re school has been a success from the
English; W. B. Dunn, Physics; E. L. until the
very day it , was opened to students,
following assembly, in 1895, ceive, it is thoroughly up to date and
Overholser, Physics; C. A. Rowley, at
and,' of course, this success is largely
150
the
for
which time $15,000 in bonds were furnishes splendid quarters
due to its governing board. Boards are
Trigonometry, English, Spanish, Phy- authorized
at
is
The
are
admitted.
who
bar-property
!
for the erection of a
sics, Chemistry; M. P. Scanlon, Eng- ronka, VmHiUno- Vmm fha
often
to
responsible for the failure of a
from $175,000
,rwAa f nresent valued at cost
school
lish, Spanish, Physics; P. R. Bird,
by unwise legislation, and by
has
the
and
$200,000
territory
Civil Government; A. W. Kaune, Civil these bonds, the first building was
with the Internal affairs
Interfering
than
less
$150,000.
in
erected and completed
March, 1898,
Government; Guy Mayes, Drawing;
of
the
with which they are not
school,
sevFritz Muller Jr English Civil Gov- - t'ie 8C00 betas opened to students During the present summer, a
familiar. The regents of the military
o
eniy-iwroom, uiree esiury, uuvn. uai- Institute hold
ernment; Max Valentine, Drawing; T. in isepiemuer, oi me same year.
a meeting at the school
The present governor or New Mex- - racks building is to be erected, the once
M. Victory, Civil Government; H. E.
to audit the acmonth,
every
nas already Deen
Kilburn, English; W. F. Woodruff, ico Hon. George Curry, was sneaker contract for whicn
counts and to make a thorough invesnew
a
marks
A. M. Major, of the House of Representatives when awarded. This building
Civil Governement;
alor tne Mill tigation of all departments. They
Latin; James Matchin, Geometry, the first bill creating the New Mexico era in the development
so hold special meetings whenever deat the same time,
English; L. G. McHenry, Civil Gov- Military Institute was passed, and al- - tary .Institute, but,
manded and see to the letting of conernement; F. W. Putman, English; T. though the demand for such a school it will not permit the eschool to
tracts
and the erection of buildings.
additional
A. Stancliff, Jr., Geometry, Algebra,
inadequate at that time, the roll more than twenty-fivtake a great interest In the prosThey
more
school
as
the
grows,
one. cadets, for,
English, Civil Governement, Mechan- - idea proved to be a
perity of the school and watch over
Ics Drawine: W. M. Baird. Enelish. Within a few years after the onenins room is devoted to class room work, its advancement with
pride.
General History, Physical Geography; of the school, the wisdom and far-- scientinc .departments require greater
Class
of
Students.
are
in
and
way,
every
Duimings
G. M. Brown, English, Physical Geo- sightedness of the ones who partici- space,
While the New Mexico Military Ingraphy; C. C. Fraley, Algebra, Eng- Dated in its organization and who con- - needed, ihererore, the old DafracKs
lish, German, General History, Latin; summated the plan proved well found- - will e entirely devoted to academic stitute is the only school in New Mexico which charges its students any
G. Garrett, English; M. A. Hall, Al- ed. Captain J. C. Lea, one of the first purposes
considerable amount, it claims to
M.
soon
as
as
man
is
that
Pecos
R.
It
a
the
believed
and
settlers
of
English
Latin;
Valley,
just
gebra,
Holmes, Physical Geography; W. P, who will long be remembered through- - quarters can be provided, the number give value received for every dollar
Lewis, Jr., Physical Geography; W. out New Mexico, was a great factor in of cadets can easily be increased to deposited. The board has always insisted that what is worth having 13
R. Wade, English; Emil Conway, Ger- the creation of this school. He had 300, which would make an ideal
worth
paying for, and that if they are
C.
General
W.
a
was
number
can
and
school.
its
This
faith in
future
probabman;
Ijams, English,
tary
History, Physical Geography; C. W. member of its first board of regents ly be handled by one officer, and, at expected to build up a first class educational institution, one to be compared
favorably with like institutions in the
East, they must needs charge a reasonable compensation, In order to employ competent men and to furnish
suitable quarters. It Is not their obIn which
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CADET GRAHME H. FROST.
(Captain Company A.)

competent for the place, it will seek
you quickly enough. Look at the examples around you. Take, for Instance
the high railroad officials. Every one
that we know has risen step by step
by sheer merit, nothing else. One with
whom many of us are well acquainted,
who now stands at the head of a great
system, commenced at the age of 16
as a track walker. He held politions
successively in the track, station, telegraph and train service; then he became roadmaster, then trainmaster,
then division superintendent, then
general superintendent, then general
manager and then was carried off by
another system to be its
t.

"There is another that many of us
know. He was a poor boy and began
to work in the railroad office at thirteen. In about twenty years, after going through all grades of service, he
became general superintendent, then
general manager, then taken by another road to be its president; and today he is1 president or chairman of the
board, or executive head under some
name, of more corporations than you
can count on the fingers of both hands
s
These are only examples. The
and
needed
the
occurred
right
man. This particular man was fully
vac-ancle-

prepared, better prepared than anyone else, and the successive vacancies

welcomed

him.

toric; others are the sons of men
now prominent in New Mexico's
r

"Many of those who have labored
and adlong for the development
vancement and fought for its rightful
statehood will pass away before the
full fruition .course.
But you will
reap where they have sowed.
"Let me conjure you to give your
true affection and your best endeavors to the Sunshine State. It will require honesty of purpose and the highest intelligence to start it safely on
Its new career and to guide the infant
state. Give to it unselfishly and without stint, of your time, your effort and
your love. So may it have a constitution which will be a safe-guaragainst
danger; and a future of which every
New Mexican, old and young, can be
;
proud.
"The midnight bell, soon to sound,
will usher in the first day of your new
life to American manhood.
"May it be to all of you a life of
honor and merited success, worthy of
this institute which has sought to give
you due preparation; worthy of your
great heritage as American citizens;
worthy of yourselves!
Officers for Next Year.
Thursday morning at 6:30 o'clock
the order was published naming officers for. next year. The order follows:
d

"So it Is everywhere and in all the
Captains R. C. Dow, C. A. Rowley,
walks of life. As a rule you will re- G. O. McCrohan;
ceive all that you are entitled to; and
First Lieutenant and Adjutant-r-T- .
will hold every position which you can
Sutherland.
.,
fill better than anyone else. The moral
First Lieutenants H. Robertson, G.
Is plain. Prepare yourself to be the Watkins, T. Stains.
'
most
competent, when the call ,t Second Lieutenant W. A. Gilmore.
comes. That is all. Then the place will
Drum Major S. S. Young.
To be first sergeant, unasslgned,
seek you..
Jonn Rawley.
Ambition Essential to Success.
To be Sergeants Thornton Victory,
"When I said, 'do not hasten unduly,
A.
W. Kaune, Max Valentine, P. R.
not
I
did
not
push unfairly,"
and do
mean to stifle ambition. Far from it. Bird, Fritz Muller, Jr., John E.
E. Dunne, J. Enrlen, C. C. Din- Ambition is essential to success. With- -
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ject, nor do they advertise the Military Institute as a cheap school, but
it does claim to give value received
and even more to all of its students.
In order for a military school to be
a success, It must be composed of
gentlemen and men of quality. Therefore, the personnel of the school is
looked after with great care and those
in charge attempt to appeal to the better class of people and do not strive
to increase their numbers to the detriment of quality. It is the tone of the
school and the quality which will win
a name for it in the future, and In order to obtain this standing, the school
Is striving to gain the support of the
best people. This it has accomplished
beyond the expectations of all interested. At the present time, the very
best families throughout the territory
and the Southwest are represent M at ,
the institute. It does not pretend to
be the cheapest school, but demonstrates to the satisfaction of Its patrons that it is the best training school
for young gentlemen west of the Miss-'

E-V-.V.-

issippi river.

Accompanied

MEMBERS OF BOARD OF REGENTS
Dy Architect, In Mr. Cahoon's Automobile, They Are Ready to Start for Institute to Attend April
Meeting of Board. Mr. White, Absent.

The better classes of all countries

are willing to pay for quality, whether
(Continued on Page Eleven.)
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(Continued from Page Ten.)
this be In the education of their children or providing food and clothing
for their families. People do not expect to get professional training and
instruction in a private or
state school without paying a nominal
amount, for the taxes provided by the
state are in no Instance sufficient to
high-grad-

V'

1

e

maintain a strictly

high-grad- e

school,'

1

without assistance from some other
source. This, of course, must come
from those who receive the benefits.
The tone of the school Is looked after by the regents In employing comp-- !
etent and educated gentlemen. These '
officers are careful to admit only those
as students who come from good fam- Hies; who bear a good reputation; and
'
who are capable of receiving training
The school demands
as gentlemen.
that Its students be gentlemen and sol-- ,
dlers at all times. The training at
such a school Is then of equal and
possibly greater value than the class
room work, although the class room
work Is held up to a high standard '
and Is possibly better on account of
the military influences than is to
be had at other institutions.

J
m

i

j

'

high-grad-

Picture Taken

e

other respect.
At strictly military schools, the students are required to live in barracks
and to be under military authority at
all times. They habitually wear the
school uniform and are under orders
similar to soldiers in garrison.
The early to bed and early to rise
precept is rigidly enforced In the life
of a cadet. He is awakened each morning at 6:20 o'clock by the penetrating
notes of the trumpet. No matter what
may have been his attitude toward
the rising bell or maternal summons
at home, in the military Institute he
finds nothing to encourage a 'jecond

nap.
Within ten minutes he has answered his name at the company, formation and Is busily engaged in filling
his lungs with the fresh morning air,
In response to an officer's command of
inhale, exhale, or In grinding his
shoulders or circling his arms or bending his legs, going through the many
motions of the set up drill limbering
up for the day, that he may be able
to stand or sit or walk as a soldier.
After five minutes of this exercise
in the fresh morning air, which in
New Mexico surpasses the world, he
returns to his room, puts his personal
effects in order, makes his bed, and
if he is orderly of his room, has the
additional duty of sweeping out his
quarters. After this is completed, the
orderly stands at attention by his bed,
while a cadet officer, accompanied
once a week, sometimes
oftener, by
the division inspector, who Is an officer of the school, comes briskly Into
his room, looks as searchingly for dust
as though it was something valuable
he has lost and would recover, glances
keenly at the complete toilet of the
cadets, and passes on to the next room
in his division. This cadet officer having been tried in the fire of several
years' service and his military metal
having been assayed 99 per cent, has
advanced from the limited sphere of
commanding a single room and is now

responsible for a whole division and a
company of cadets. In this way. the
.
cadet is taught a lesson of fidelity to
trust ana tearless eniorcemeni oi law
that
which prevents any inclinations
might hereafter develop the grafter or
dishonest official.
However, lest It be thought that the
military overshadows the purely academic training of the cadet's education, it must be understood that from
8 o'clock in the morning until mess
call at ten minutes to one, and again
from two to three p. m., the cadet is
either studying or reciting, and a
study period comes in the evening
from called to quarters until tattoo at
nine o'clock.
Instead of being a hindrance, the
military work is of great assistance
and expediates the moving of classes,
insures prompt and obedient attention
and induces diligence in study. At the

military Institute the percentage of attendance is always 100. No cadet is ever absent from class without authority
and this authority is only given In
cases of sickness or for good and sufficient reasons. Should a cadet fail to
be in his class promptly the officer of
the day is immediately notified and
his whereabouts ascertained. If he Is
to his
not excused, he is marched
class and reported for being late. For
his report he must answer to the commandant of cadets and if a good reason is not given, he receives a penalty.
At the beginning of each class period, the classes, or rather sections, as
they are called, form in front of barracks, the ranking cadet in each section calling the roll and reporting the
absentees to the officer or the day,
and then marches his section to the

r
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walk penalty tours. It is Impossible
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military school, and the NewMex- lt
muuaiy lusmuie iubisis uu liioi- oughness in all departments,
Athletics at the Military Institute
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of Mess Hall.

Front

possible to be obtained by indoor charge of the quartermaster's depart
ment.
work,
The cadets marched from barracks
Tne athletics at the Institute are
marchine enuinment. carrv- 'iin
under the direction of trained men, ing their guns, belts and shelterhalves
""'c
l"c "CH"-looked line regular soldiers,
7
,,
eastern universities and thoroneniv iney
n.
n,
j
understand their work. The Athletic
r
headed
by the
Association is an organization of the ' !w
cadets and officers, . and controls, atelv
nitchine cam? almost the
thmn-- h us
' a.rter
M(i .uoara, tin a 0USI-. - entire
uuuuBu it.. executive
battalion took n. nlnnee in the last
ness way, all athletic affairs. During 'rlver wnich
These young men are soldierly-lookinaffordg spiend!d swim- the past session the Athletic Assoc!-- '
fellows and thoroughly understand
to
the
ming immediately adjacent
auuu uaa uuut: iiiuuii iur me advance camp,
The most of them
after enjoying a camp military tactics.
then,
ment of clean athletics at the Military
supper of beans, potatoes and break- - have also done well In their classes
.

m-o-

8

A
a sound mind"
and that the only man is the well- rounded man." it is the nolicv of the
Institute that the athletic side of the
cadet life be carefully attended to.
It is a well established fact, as
shown by the records of the best
schools, that participating in athletics
does not interfere with class room
work, but on the contrary, on account
of the perfect condition of health
from such participation, the athlete
has advanced beyond the other stud-

,

ca-lfo-

I,!,!

g

Institute.

The football team, although splendid in every respect, met defeat this
year at the hands of the A. & M. College team. This is attributed to lack
of experience, as the boys have never
before engaged in a contest game.
Next year they will probably do far
better work, for it is realized that
there is not a school in the West
capable of turning out as many hardened athletes as is the Military

ents.

Of course, in a military school, the
drill, in addition to giving a cadet an
erect and proper carriage, keeps him
in perfect health, and there is no need
of athletics for this purpose as in
other schools, but even here a certain
development of the body, together
with a graceful and easy victory, is
obtained on the diamond, which would
not be developed otherwise,
Athletics and military drill go lnuid in
hand in developing a young man.
There are certain developments to be
obtained from each which cannot be
by the other, but taken to- the result is Ideal. The drill
is by far the most perfect system or

The baseball team, which has ever
stood at the front, has been even
y
more successful this year than
tofore. Out of some fifteen games
which have been played, but two nave
been lost and these were by small
margins to the team from Hagerman,
New Mexico, which is largely
posed of
players. The
itary Institute team this year played
three games with the A. & M. College,
of Las Cruces, and routed them In
training athletes.
The experience and opinions of the every S&me. The cadets showed their
best schools and colleges to show visitors to be wholly incompetent to
that in addition to the physical devel- - Sive battle against them. ,
The baseball team is composed this
opment, there are certain benefits
from
athletic year almost wholly of undergraduates,
properly conducted
sports which cannot help but improve there being but two seniors on the
class room.
team. "Red" Crowell, who is one of
quickness and
most
The
successful military ance. In this particular locality, on j the best catchers In the country, also
the
schools are those that let the military account of
perfect weather Montoya, who is noted as a fast base
spirit permeate every duty of the day, throughout the whole of the school runner, graduate this year, but there
'
and in these the cadet does not leave year, the cadets are enabled to be on are others In the lower classes ready
'' ':'--.
J
,r )
the military idea like his hat "and over- the athletic field almost every day. to take their places and it is predlct-Indoo- r
I
work is but seldom necessary ed that next year the institute will
coat, outside of the class room,, but
:
I
'
when he enters he stands at attention and the gymnasium Is rarely used. Of prove a whirlwind on the gridiron, as
until the section marcher has report- course, athletic trainers do not care to well as on the diamond,
ed to the Instructor, and when he sits, take their classes into a gymnasium,!
Camp Berendo
he sits erect, and when he is at the so long as they can give them prac-- ,
Saturday( May 2( the battalion was
-board, he uses it only for the purpose tice in tne open air.
'moved from barracks to Camp Beren- not
as
The eastern training schools are do, a beautiful grove on the banka of
for which it was Intended, and
CADET WYLY PARSONS.
something to lean against, ar1 is as compelled to work their men in the the Berendo river, three miles north
Valedictorian Class of 1908.
soldierly in handling his pointer as gymnasium from four to five months '0f the Institute.
A regular military
out of the session, on account of the'camp was arranged and three com- in the use of his rifle.
This carrying out of the military ram and snow, but at the Military in- - pany streets laid out. The cadets werts fast bacon, the boys were ready to and the prospect could not be better
cadets can enjoy tennis placed two to a tent, and at the head crawl Into
spirit throughout all departments of stitute
thejr blankets and enjoy a for any set of young fellows starting
the school keeps up the military fea- throughout the entire session; base- of each Company street was a large nignt'B sleep,
into life.
ture, and, at the same time, is a great ball is played from September until officers' tent, In which the cadet ofTrip to Irrigation Congress.
December
until
from
and
next
The
February
ficers were placed. Major D. C. Pear-morning, bright and early,
help to the academic wore. When the
are being made to
to
December
From
June.
on
were
the
Arrangements
they
February
target range trying
cadet fails to prepare his
assigned
son, the commandant of cadets, was in
con-th- e
a
was
which
take
the
battalion
as a whole to Alof
class work, he is then deprived of the weather is splendid for football.
record,
,for
and
the
looked
practice
after
camp
charge
th entire wreek. Captain buquerque the latter part of Septemsome privilege, such as permits to visguard duty and camp regulations. tinued
Thus, the open air training develops
it town or permission to attend the the lungs and the clear, pleasant at- Lieutenant Colonel W. S. Barlow, u.'Murray. wno 19 an experienced rifle- - ber and place them in camp during
cadet hop, or else his Saturday after- - mosphere, together with the unshad-- 1 S. A. retired, was in charge of the man and has had much service in the the National Irrigation Congress. If
noon leave Is taken from him and he owed sun, gives a boy a healthy body target practice, and Captain M. S. United States Army In target prac- such arrangements are completed, the
Is required to stay on the grounds and and a ruddy complexion, which is im- - Murray, U. S. A., retired, was in tice, proved of great assistance to the people of New Mexico will be surcadets and coached them throughout prised to notice what can be accom
their entire practice. At the 200 yard plished in thirty days by training and
range many high scores were made, getting cadets ready for exhibition
quite a few of the cadets ranging drills.
above twenty and one or two approachThe corps will be 150. strong, coming the maximum by making twenty-four- i posed of three companies and a band.
The same thing was the case at The organization will be commanded
300 yard range, but at the 600 yard by Colonel W. S. Barlow, under superrange, the shooting was not so good. vision of Colonel James W. Willson,
This, however, is attributed largely superintendent. It is proposed
to
to the weather, as it was very hot take the battalion in a special train
.V
when this range was reached and the to Albuquerque and place them In regwind was strong.
The heat waves ular military camp, the subsistence
were perceptible and it is thought that department being conducted by offhad it not been for this, the results icers of the school.
4
would have been much better. Still,
The athletic teams expect to be in
some excellent scores
were "made, condition to play several games, in
ranging between 'fifteen 'and'' tVehty. case same can be arranged with the
The cadets who made 'the highest University of New Mexico and the
i
scores throughout the practice are a3 Agricultural and Mechanical
College
follows: Sergeant G. O. McCrohan, while in Albuquerque.
Sergeant Wylly Parsons, Private Tom
Governor George Curry, who is a
Pearson, Private Scheerer and Private staunch supporter of the school, has
E. W. Tuttle.
promised to do everything in his
Camp was broken late Friday after- power to arrange for this trip and it
noon, May 8th, and the battalion re- is believed that the same will prove
'Mi
turned to barracks, tired ' but happy a great success. The people in the
and in splendid physical "condition; western part of the Territory have
not a single man sick and every one never been given an opporunity to
fresh and ready for duty next morn- see the battalion from New Mexico's
ing. The officers In charge of the camp School of Arms, and this will afford
deserve great credit for the excellent such a splendid opportunity.
work accomplished on the range and
Artillery Drill on New Mexico Military Institute Parade Grounds.
it Is thought that the results will
(Continued on Page Twelve.)
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prove of assistance in securing recognition by the War Department for a
place among the distinguished schools.
1908 Graduating Class.
The graduating class of 1908 Is composed of thirteen young men, all of
whom have been at the Institute for
four years or more and are now thoroughly trained as soldiers and gentlemen, ready to go out into the world
and win their way by their own efforts.
The honor graduates of this year's
class are: First, Wylly Parsons; second, L. E. Armijo; third, James Hub-bell- ;
fourth, Roude Cooley; fifth, H.
H. Cake; sixth, Grannie H. Frost: seventh, E. Montoya; eighth, O. B. Freetenth; tenth,
man; ninth, .1. J.
John Hill;
M. G. Paden; eleventh,
twelfth. N. Armijo. and thirteenth,
Ralph Crowell. Both Parsons and Arawarded commismijo were both
sions as second lieutenants in the
New Mexico National Guard.
The officers of the class are Grahme
H. Frost, First. Captain; X. Armijo, Second Captain; H. H. Cooke, Third CapJames
tain; B. Cooley, Adjutant;
Company
Hubbell, First Lieutenant,
Com"A"; J. Hill, First Lleuenant,
LieutenE.
First
Montoya,
pany "B";
ant, Company "C"; .1. J. Lee, Lieutenant and Quartermaster; R. Crowell,
Second Lieutenant, Company "A"; L.
Montoya, Second Lieutenant, Company "B"; M. G. Paden, Second Lieutenant, Company "C"; O. B. Freeman
am Wylly Parsons, Color Sergeants.
Captain Julius A. Penn. U. S. Army,
who inspected the school in April, was
very complimentary in regard to the
cadet officers, and frankly stated that
he would be glad to recommend any
of them for positions as second lieutenants in the U. S. Army, the only
drawback being that but few of them
were old enough to enter the army.
He stated that they were as fine a
body of young soldiers and officers as
,ne nau seen in any scnoui in uie uu- ,.. r,,i mta .na
Captain Penn had visited a num- ber of schools in making inspections
hoth this- venr and
for the o-povernment
-

Ie,

j

Military Life at the Institrte,
Two years ago the New Mexico
Military Institute was recognized by
the War Department as one of the
leading military schools of the United States and an officer of the army
was detailed as Instructor of military
science and tactics. The Institute was
placed In Class "A," together with sixteen
other
military
schools. This year it hopes to be placed on the distinguished list, which
will Include ten of the leading schools
and will entitle each of such institutions to recommend one of its graduates as a second lieutenant in the U.
S. Army, who will be admitted without
mental examination.
There are many schools which are
military only in name or by reason
of the uniform worn, and for whose
shortcomings the best schools suffer
more or less In public opinion. However, none of these schools are ranked
in class "A" by the War department,
and but few of them enjoy the privilege of the services of an army officer,
except such as are entitled by law to
an army officer, which Includes state
These Instituagricultural colleges.
tions are required to have a certain
amount of military drill, but they are
not required to be military in any
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many a boy or girl. The U. S.
(Continued from Page Eleven.)
Health Bulletin, published by the U.
S. Health Bulletin
comPublishing
One Who Views the School From the pany, of New York, has the following
Outside.
to say in speaking of the unsanitary
The New Mexico Military Institute conditions of different schools; "The
has just passed the tenth year of its Bulletin has had occasion to examine
this subject quite extensively during
existence and as there is no superstithe past few months and if some of the
tious slgnincance which we may at facts that have come to our notice
tach to the number ten we must at-- during these investieations were tren
tribute the great success of the past erally known, we believe that pros-yea- r
to the cumulative efforts of the
pective patrins would be shocked at
able superintendent and his well se- - the unsanitary and disease-breedinlected corps of assistants for the past conditions existing at some of the
nine years and also to the loyal and highest priced and most fashionable
hearty support given the Institute by schools. These investigations have
the thrifty people of the territory, been without the instigation of the
The wonderful strides of the school
proprietors and generally without
have been watched and recognized not their knowledge, consequently they
alone by the people of the territory are absolutely unbiased and unpreju-anthe neighboring states but it is diced. Among the schools that met
now recognized by the United States with the general
approval of the
as a thorough and effl- - perts investigating these matters for
cient military school on which it may us, and which we have no hesitancy in
depend for efficient and well drilled recommending to our readers is the
soldiers and able men for any military New Mexico Military Institute,
The showing made by the well, New Mexico. We know nothing
battalion in the many drills before about the course of study at this
the U. S. Army inspecting officer sur- - school, for it is no interest to us, but
passed all expectations and will do if the same care is taken with mental
much towards influencing the govern- - welfare as is shown and plainly
ment to more substantial aid in the shown to be taken with the phyical,
future. But yhen we consider the we feel that it deserves .the support
environments of the school we expect of parents and encouragement of the
nothing but undiminished success for public." This coming from such
it. The moral and sanitary conditions high authorities speaks for itself and
are as nearly ideal as possible. The needs no comment by us. The high
school is situated on a mesa overlook- - grade of instructors, selected from the
lng the town and is distant about a best eastern universities and colleges
mile from the business district. The and their untiring efforts at maintain- -
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113
96
127

....131
117
145
120

Ijams
Putnam
Scanlon

McNulty
Miano

172
113

177.5
125.5

Sheerer

128

147

134
116
138
131
137
154

21
20
11
0
20

145.5

22.5 Higtfns.'

9

Garcia
Brown
Robins

84

130
134
152

92.5
145.5
150
165

5.5 in barracks and are brought in close
12.5 touch not only with each other, but
19
with their officers. As a general rule,
8.5 the routine duty .is more or less irk15.5 some at first and many cadets become
16
dissatisfied within the first half ses13
sion, but when the cadet completes
one year, he invariably becomes a loyal supporter of the school, and if he
passes his class, Is usaully to be found
as an applicant for advancement the
year. However, as is only natural, he
is alwaya looking forward to the time
when he wdll graduate and be able to

leave the institution.
When graduation comes, a reaction
sets in and he regrets that his school
The
days have drawn to a close.
world then seems different. He feels
the change, and although he has great
confidence in his ability, he wbhes
that he could return and hold his
place as a cadet in the school.
When he first arrives, Ms mind is
He sees
full of peculiar emotions.
crowds of sturdy boys coming in with
trunks and bags. Same are like himself, others are in such gay and
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Miller
Lawrence
Colthorp
Seward
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FRONT.

LONG

BARRACKS IN REAR.

moods that one could hardly
realize that only a year before they
had been another bunch of untamed
'.Mavericks; that only one year previ
d
fellows
ous these same
had been wandering about the old
campus having the same peculiar feel
ings as he is now experiencing.
The opening week of school Is always interesting to the new cadet;
also to those who have returned for
the first time. The old boys remem
ber their first days and are glad to
be back early to see what the crowd
of new fellows are like and to assist
in 'initiating them into the mysteries
of the life in which blue flannel shirts
and qhaki trousers are much in evidence.
All before he realizes the fact, the
Maverick is hurried into the clock
like system of military and academic
work and he is a
cadet,
drilling with a rifle and marching by
the drum to his meals.
Stevenson
117
129
12
The very tone of the first bugle call
112
121.5
9.5 which arouses him from slumber in
Thompson
the morning indicates the vim and
8
128
136
Conroy
140
Carroll
150.5 10.5 vigor while he moves through his
career as a cadet and makes success
123
17
140
Winter
for him more assured in later life.
Lucero
110
126
16
83
He Is up dn a moment, dressed and
17
100
Roybal
The Institute being a government oul on ine grouna, reaay to answer
roll-calBacR to his room
school is
Rpenlar nt- -' his name at
he
which
he
puts in ord- goes,
once
a
quickly
at
is
week
church
tendance
The battalion is ar-- er, and with hair neatly combed "and
compulsory.
ranged in squads and marched to the shoes shined, h is ready for break-severa- l
different churches. The school fast inspection. All of the forenoon he
being administered on strict military moves and from classes in the same
plans does not permit excessive par- - spirited, bul orderly manner. In the
ticipation in social life. The cadets, afternoon comes the time of much
the upper classmen, are not joyed leisure, when he Is free to
d
his time in loitering about the
allowed to visit town except on
urday afternoons. Regular monthly grounds, in swimming in the river, or
dances are given by the dancing so- - j pplaylng at games o nthe campus,
clety in the Institute Dancing Hall ' Lively indeed are the contested gamee
and several extras are generally had at tennis and baseball.
during the year and at commence-- 1
Saturday afternoon he is free to
v.a
i
ment time. Tho" cadets are therehvf viatt
. ion turn
l.V
" anA
iuu tr.V mont 1,11V,
thrown in contact with the gentler dies of Roswell, who are anxious as
sex just enough to give them that the old cadets to initiate the new ones
polish so necessary in a fully devel- - n R09wen society.
.
oped man yet preventing any
me9' he
ly cords being woven about their inJ O trn in lid Sun,day
linv a Vtln Mian h.hm
pressionable hearts rendering them
unfit for serious and earnest study. thoroughly cleaned for the superintendent's inspection. tA 10:30 he Is formCADET LIFE.
ed in company and marched to church.
In this life there grows up a pecu(Written By an Old Cadet.)
At the New Mexico Military Insti- liar bond of sympathy and fldelity.a nd
tute. the cadet life is different from by constant association a boy learns
that of any other institution in New to appreciate those in authority and
Mexico. In this school all cedets live becomes attached to those with whom

he works, with whom he plays

and

with whom he suffers. For, although
his work 1s important and throughout,
he imagines that much of It is drudgery and that he is simply being imposed upon by the officers.
The cadet who lags, who falls to do
his duty, is the one who thinks that
the officers have it in for him; that
the officers delight in assigning him
punishment; and that he is simply imposed upon, when he is deprived of
his Saturday afternoons in town and
is made to walk the beat. This, of
course, is by no means the case, for
the officers take pleasure in seeing a
cadet do his assigned work, stand
high in his classes, and made a record as a cadet.
When graduation comes, the cadet
looks back over his apprenticeship
and realizes that all has been done for
his own welfare, that penalties have
meen assigned In order to make him
the better prepared to meet the difficulties of life, that work was enforced for his own improment, and that
the whole training tends to build up
and make a
man and
gentleman.
The cadets take a great pride in
having visitors witness their drills
well-rounde- d
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s
greatest care is taken to render the ' ing a thorough and recognized
and all buildings most
is well known tnroughout the
'
ant and healthful. Although a well Territory and the neighboring states,
equipped hospital with a nurse and Graduates of the school are fitted for
physician is maintained there is small the entrance into the highest class
for it except by a few with sities ot the country, for professional
mild colds or slight physical abra-- , courses, or for governmental services,
sions caused by too violent exercises. The astonishing record for phyical
r
new cadets
There are no cases on record of any development of
epidemics or cases of continued ill- - who entered this year is shown by
ness. Much attention is paid to the the following article from the Roswell
quality and preparation of the food Daily Record
for the cadets. Cleanliness and care"Soon after the opening of the presfulness are required at all times in ent session at the New Mexico Milithe culinary departments and none tary Institute 64 new cadets, who had
but the most efficient cooks are had. then reported for duty, were carefully
The buildings are all plumbed after weighed and measured by the Bertfl-liothe modern fashions and an excellent
method. These same cadets were
sewerage system disposes of all sew- again weighed just four months later,
age across the North Spring river or January 10, 1908. The results
several blocks distant from tne Insti- showed an average gain of about fiftute. The school itself provides for teen pounds per man. Only one cadet
the water supply, it being pumped out of the entire number had lost in
from the famous New Mexican arte- weight, and in his case the loss was
sian wells. Electric lights are used in especially desired, as he was entirely
all the buildings and all students must too fat when he entered the school
retire at
thereby greatly re- and the exercises have decreased his
ducing the injury to the eyesight so girth. This is the first time that the
often seen among the students of anthoritis of the Institute have made
many schools, mi students arise at a record of the weights and measureand go through ten minutes ments, but the results have attracted
of setting up exercises and clean up so much attention from every one to
their rooms for. morning inspection whom they have been shown that
before breakfast thereby
insuring they are by request published in the
them good sharp appetites at seven. papers and will hereafter be watched
The motto of- the school, though trite with the greatest interest. It is hardly
nevertheless expressive, is at all times possible that there is another school
"sans mens in sano corpore." We !in the country that can show such
feel that the parents of the future wonderful physical improvement in so
American citizens should pay more short a time. The growth and expanattention to the physical welfare of sion of the cadets at the i.iilitary Inthe goys and girls. They can scarcely stitute is so very great tha tit is hard
be criticized for the moral and educa- to keep the boys properly uniformed.
tional influences
surrounding the Before a uniform begins to show any
schools they select when they leave signs of wear whatever, the boy has
their homes but the hygienic sur- often entirely outgrown it. A careful
roundings are sorely neglected in study of these weights and measuremany schools. The parent as a rule ments will give the authorities a betmerely examines the social atmos- ter idea as to how much allowance
phere the course of study and the to make in ordering uniforms herepersonnel of the faculty and finding after. The 64 cadets whose weights
these satisfactory send their boys and have been taken are as follows: The
girls there with no inquiry into the chest expansion while not given heregeneral healthfulness of the locality. with is equally as great if not greater
What a farmer would think of send- than the gain in weight: (First column, name of cadet; second, weight
ing even his cattle or sheep to a
ity before investigating the purity of in September; third, weight in" Januthe water and the physical healthful- ary; fourth, gain; fifth, loss):
Sept. Jan. Gain.
ness of the place? Yet investigation Name.
21
92
114
in
the
no
Wade
to
be
absurdity
shows there
112
138.5 26.5
statement that parents pay less atten- Sweeney
32
175
142
tion to the physical welfare of their Hill
14
80
94
of
the
beasts
Sherman
the
to
than
children
18
103
85
fields. Too much stress cannot be laid Major
curri-ground-
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Hubbard
Bickenbach
Bunting
Voorhees
Grabe
White
Morrow
Snyder
Ervein

Garrett
Ellars
Conway
Higday
Oliver
Archenhold
Wilburn
Saunders
Dannelley

Hall....

122

140.5

18.5

145

156

11

150
98
104
90
85
90
110
.. 98
83
132

155
122
117

'

133.5
122
108
143
103
75

93
133
114
122
117
183
92
102

,

Taber
Winston
Gallegos.
Pearson
Stancliff
Hebberd
Gise
Wiwi
Kilburn
Hogarth
Roseifeld
Balrd
Martin
Lacy
Lowenstein

..120
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120

....155
101
152
115
125
90

102

103
114
120
114

5

44
13
12

18.

149

24
10
16
10
17

141.5
134.5

12.5

92

117

175.5
114.5
88.5
110.5

8
9

32.5
11.5
11.5
17.5

129

4

123.5
134.5
132.5
193.5

9.5
12.5
15.5
10.5
14

106
110
135

8

15

148.5

28.5

168
115
170
124
148
113
127

13
14
18
9

23
23

Garrett
Brault

Ill

109.5

14.5

Matchln

113

130

83

98

17
15

Stanton..

95
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CADET BOUDE COOLEY.

First Lieutenant and Adjutant.
and appreciate the perfection of their
work. They are equally as well pleas
ed when their class work proves suc
cessful and they receive promotions
In the academic
department.
The graduates of the institute are
always loyal and within a few years
will be the main support of this lead-igmilitary institute in the West.
There has never been a graduate who
regretted his cadet days or who It
not prepared to defend th military
against all odds. In order to
appreciate a military school, it is necessary for a man to become thoroughly familiar with its internal workings.
On its surface It seems superflclal.but
after one learns that the whole system is based on work, on honor and
on
there is no denying the fact that it is the ideal training school for young men.
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BATTALION IN PARADE FORMATION SHOWING WHOLE FRONT.
Taken on New Mexico Military Institute Parade Grounds.
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